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Letter from the Editors
Ask any auctioneer what the most exciting
thing about their work is and many will answer,
“the thrill of the chase.” Stepping over the
threshold of a new property, with all the
possibilities of treasures to be found in
cupboards, in the attics and hiding under the
beds can provide quite an adrenaline rush.
Last summer as our specialists walked into
Blair near Dalry, they were presented with over
900 years of family history just waiting to be
explored. Originally granted to the family in the
12th century, Blair has been the home of
important historical figures over the years.
Cataloguing so many years of history has been a
huge task for the Lyon & Turnbull team and the joy
of uncovering the castle’s secrets has been the
reward for many hours of hard work.

A beautiful pair of North-Eastern native American Micmac
moccasins discovered by the team in a drawer in Blair.
To be offered in the Blair sale on March 14 at Lyon & Turnbull

During the past year, we have discovered several important pieces of American history and other treasures
once belonging to a number of noteworthy Philadelphians. The “thrill of the chase” is shared with our clients
in their pursuit of building significant collections. From the late H. Richard Dietrich, Jr. comes a collection of
unique flags, eleven of which were used by the historic frigate, U.S.S. Constitution, and includes a detailed
provenance of how they were preserved and treasured by a single family with a rich history of its own for over
a century (see pages 28-30). Another collector, Virginia H. Knauer, not only influenced American history and
society as Consumer Affairs Director and advisor to three Presidents, but built an impressive collection of
early Philadelphia furniture and 18th century antiques (see page 31). International travel combined with
a profound understanding and appreciation for the silhouette is how Janet Brown built her collection of
couture clientele and modern and contemporary art (see pages 34-35).
The ultimate in treasure hunting has got to be the search for diamonds; the world’s most sought after
gemstones. The Golconda diamonds were thought to have been originally discovered in India in the 4th
century BC and were prized for their stunning clarity and ice-like qualities. In June there will be chance to
experience some of the excitement of this discovery as Freeman’s presents a 10.8 carat Asscher cut Type IIa
diamond that displays all of the same attributes of a Golconda stone to the market.
Whether it is treasures from the attics of Scottish castles or gemstones from the mines afar, 2012 is certainly
looking to be a year of discovery. We hope as you look further through this issue that you begin feel the thrill
of the chase yourselves and discover some treasures for your own collection.

Alex Dove

Tara Theune Davis

PLEASE NOTE:
The currency exchange
rate at the time of going to
press was US$1.60=GBP1.
The ‘sold for’ prices shown
for both Freeman’s and
Lyon & Turnbull include
the buyers’ premium.
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Autumn 2011 Highlights

RARE CHINESE SOLID ZITAN
FLOOR SCREEN STAND
18th century
Sold for $217,000 (£135,625)

FREEMAN’S
FINE ASIAN ARTS
September 10, 2011

LARGE AND IMPRESSIVE CHINESE
ELEPHANT IVORY COVERED VASE
qianlong mark, 19th century
Sold for $145,000 (£90,625)

September
LYON & TURNBULL
RARE BOOKS,
MANUSCRIPTS, MAPS
& PHOTOGRAPHS
September 07, 2011

FREEMAN’S
RARE BOOKS,
MANUSCRIPTS & POSTERS
September 22, 2011

US ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM

Catalogue of the surgical
[medical, microscopical] section.
Washington, 1866-67.
Sold for £8,750 ($14,000)

RICARDO, DAVID

On the principles of political
economy and taxation. London: John
Murray, 1817. First edition.
Sold for £12,500 ($20,000)
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RACKHAM, ARTHUR, ILLUSTRATOR BARRIE, J.M.
Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens.
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1906. First
Rackham edition, [1/500]
Sold for $35,800 (£22,375)

IMPORTANT IMPERIAL STYLE 'DOUBLE
DRAGON' WHITE JADE SEAL
qing dynasty
'TREASURE OF CONCERN OVER PHENOMENA
AT EIGHTY'
Sold for $3,513,000 (£2,195,625)
AUCTION RECORD

October
INTERNATIONAL SALE
FINE ANTIQUES &
DECORATIVE ARTS
September 28, 2011/
October 07, 2011

FINE WILLIAM & MARY
FLORAL MARQUETRY
LONGCASE CLOCK
ALEXANDER RAITT LONDON,
CIRCA 1690

Sold for £17,500 ($28,000)
RARE CHARLES I EMBROIDERED
NEEDLEWORK PURSE
CIRCA 1630
Sold for £8,125 ($13,000)

FINE AND LARGE PAIR OF WILLIAM IV SILVER
THREE-BRANCH FOUR-LIGHT CANDELABRA
edward, edward jr., john and william barnard,
london, 1831

ALBERT E. CARRIER BELLEUSE
(french, 1824-1887)
L'ENLEVEMENT D'HIPPODAMIE

Sold for $22,500 (£14,065)

Sold for $23,750 (£14,845)
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Autumn 2011 Highlights
AFTER LOUIS GABRIEL
BLANCHET
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE
Sold for £7,250 ($11,600)

ATTRIBUTED TO
SIR PETER LELY
‘AN ELEGANT LADY, BELIEVED
TO BE COUNTESS ANNE,
SEATED IN A LANDSCAPE’
Sold for $169,000 (£105,625)

INTERNATIONAL SALE
OLD MASTER PAINTINGS,
DRAWINGS & PRINTS
September 28, 2011/
October 07, 2011

JEAN-BAPTISTE GARNIER
‘ABRICOTS ET PRUNES’
Sold for $94,000 (£58,750)
WORLD AUCTION RECORD

October
FREEMAN’S
PHOTOGRAPHS &
PHOTOBOOKS
October 21, 2011
LYON & TURNBULL
DECORATIVE ARTS &
DESIGN
November 11, 2011
ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE
(american 1946-1989)
‘KEN MOODY’
Sold for $8,750 (£5,470)

FERDINAND PREISS
(1882-1943)
‘LIGHTER THAN AIR’,
COLD PAINTED BRONZE
AND IVORY FIGURE,
CIRCA 1925
Sold for £6,250 ($10,000)

ANDREAS FEININGER
(AMERICAN/FRENCH 1906-1999)

‘QUEEN ELIZABETH IN NEW
YORK HARBOR’
Sold for $9,375 (£5,860)
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MATHIAS GOERITZ
(GERMAN/MEXICAN 1915-1990)

‘MESSAGE’
Sold for $79,000 (£49,375)

October/November

WOJCIECH FANGOR

FREEMAN’S
MODERN &
CONTEMPORARY ART
November 06, 2011

(POLISH/AMERICAN B. 1922)

‘M-62’
Sold for $52,000 (£32,500)

CLAES OLDENBURG
(AMERICAN B. 1929)

‘MODEL FOR CLOTHESPIN’
Sold for $373,000 (£233,125)
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Autumn 2011 Highlights
SIR EDWARD COLEY
BURNE-JONES B.T., A.R.A.
CHARLES BURTON BARBER

(BRITISH 1833-1898)

THE PRINCESS CHAINED TO
A TREE

(BRITISH 1845-1894)

QUEEN VICTORIA WITH JOHN BROWN,
AUGUST 26 1876

Sold for £505,250
($808,400)

LYON & TURNBULL
THE FORBES COLLECTION AT
OLD BATTERSEA HOUSE
November 01, 2011

November
SIR JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS P.R.A.
(BRITISH 1829-1896)

FOR THE SQUIRE
Sold for £553,250 ($885,200)

FINE SOUTH GERMAN LIMEWOOD MODEL
OF A NEO-CLASSICAL PALACE
BY C. HERMAN BRUCKNER (1872-1912),
LATE 19TH CENTURY

Sold for £11,250 ($18,000)

Sold for £145,250 ($232,400)

ATTRIBUTED TO RUTH HENSHAW
BASCOM (1772-1848)
PROFILE PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG
LADY
Sold for $26,200 (£16,375)

IMPRESSIVE STAINED AND LEADED GLASS
CHANDELIER IN THE ‘DOGWOOD’ PATTERN
TIFFANY STUDIOS, NEW YORK, NY, LATE 19TH/EARLY
20TH CENTURY

Sold for $61,000 (£38,125)

FREEMAN’S
AMERICAN FURNITURE,
DECORATIVE & FOLK ART
THE PENNSYLVANIA SALE
November 19 & 20, 2011

ATTRIBUTED TO DANIEL
PETERMAN (1819-1863)
A DRAWING FOR CATHARINA
STOMBACH, YORK COUNTY, PA

Sold for $8,125 (£5,080)

LYON & TURNBULL
FINE JEWELLERY & SILVER
November 30, 2011

A STUNNING
CONTEMPORARY
DIAMOND SET
NECKLACE
Sold for £23,750
($38,000)

AN EARLY 20TH CENTURY 9CT
WHITE GOLD MOUNTED
DIAMOND SET BAR BROOCH
Sold for £27,500 ($46,000)

AUSTRALIAN INTEREST –
AN EMU EGG CENTREPIECE
JOACHIM MATTHIAS WENDT,

A CHINESE THREE PIECE TEA SET
MARKED KW AND A CHARACTER MARK

ADELAIDE

Sold for £7,500 ($12,000)

Sold for £6,250 ($10,000)
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Winter 2011 Highlights
SAMUEL JOHN
PEPLOE R.S.A.
(SCOTTISH 1871-1935)

A STILL LIFE OF
MARIGOLDS
Sold for £103,250
($165,200)

FRANCIS CAMPBELL BOILEAU
CADELL R.S.A., R.S.W.
(SCOTTISH 1883-1937)

IN THE GARDEN
Sold for £73,250 ($117,200)

LYON & TURNBULL
FINE PAINTINGS
December 01, 2011

December

ALBERTO MORROCCO R.S.A.,
R.S.W., R.P., R.G.I., L.L.D.
(SCOTTISH 1917-1999)

BATHERS WITH GREEN BOAT
AND STRIPED TENT
Sold for £31,250 ($50,000)
JOHN BEST
(british 19th century)
HUNTERS IN A WOODED LANDSCAPE
provenance: Lowther Castle
Sold for £16,250 ($26,000)
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EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD
(AMERICAN 1869-1965)

‘SPRING’
Sold for $241,000 (£150,625)
Sold to benefit Pearl S. Buck International

NICOLAI FECHIN
(russian/american 1881-1955)
SEATED FEMALE NUDE
Sold for $145,000 (£90,625)

FREEMAN’S
FINE AMERICAN & EUROPEAN
PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
December 04, 2011

JAMES ABBOTT MCNEILL WHISTLER
(AMERICAN 1834-1903)

‘BLUE AND OPAL – THE PHOTOGRAPHER’
Sold for $469,000 (£293,125)
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Winter 2011 Highlights
WHIMSICAL PLATINUM
DIAMOND AND SAPPHIRE
BRACELETS
VAN CLEEF & ARPELS, CA. 1950

Sold for $79,000 (£49,375)

December
FREEMAN’S
FINE JEWELRY & WATCHES
December 05, 2011
NATURAL PEARL TRIPLE STRAND
NECKLACE
HENRI PICQ FOR CARTIER

Sold for $217,000 (£136,625)

LADY’S 18 KARAT WHITE GOLD
AND DIAMOND FLEXIBLE DINNER
BRACELET
Sold for $58,000 (£36,250)
Sold to benefit the Ann B. Ritt
Charitable Foundation
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FINE CHINESE LIGHT GREEN JADE
MONKEY AND PEACH FIGURE GROUP
18TH/19TH CENTURY
GOOD FRENCH GILT METAL AND
JAPANESE PORCELAIN CASKET

Sold for £17,500 ($28,000)

19TH CENTURY

Sold for £108,850 ($174,160)
provenance:
Lowther Castle

LYON & TURNBULL
FINE ANTIQUES
December 08, 2011

IMPORTANT ITALIAN ‘ISTORIATO’ MAIOLICA DISH
BY FRANCESCO XANTO AVELLI
URBINO, DATED 1537

Sold for £391,250 ($626,000)

FINE GERMAN PARQUETRY AND
GILT BRONZE MOUNTED BOMBE
COMMODE
CIRCA 1760

Sold for £42,050 ($67,300)
provenance:
Lowther Castle
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Affairs to Remember
Newport Antiques
Show
august 11, 2011
In its 5th year, under the direction of Anne
Hamilton and Diana Bittel, the Newport
Antiques Show has shown itself to be in
the top echelon of regional antique events.
Over forty of the industry’s finest dealers
showcased the best the antiques world has
to offer to over 2,500 visitors at St.
George’s School in Middletown, RI.

Ruth Taylor, Anne Hamilton and Norey Cullen

Dodo Hamilton and Henry Lynn

Antiques at the Castle
september 11, 2011
The grounds of Dundas Castle, near
Edinburgh, were bustling with excitement
in September as people from all over
Scotland brought their treasures to be
valued by members of Lyon & Turnbull’s
specialist team. The day raised £4,000
for the care charity St Columba’s Hospice.

USArtists Opening Gala
september 23, 2011
Once again, the USArtists American Fine Art Show & Sale had a fantastic year in the Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building of the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts (PAFA). This marks the 5th year Freeman’s has supported the show and sale of over 5,000 works of American
art to benefit the Academy.

Diana Bittel & Alicia Sterling (center), David & Sandy Marshall

Dr. William Sherwin, Terry Sherwin, Maggie and Brian Murphy

Bruce & Gale Gillespie, Anne McCollum and Linda Aversa & Donald Caldwell

Thomas B. McCabe IV, Olivia Rabe, Alasdair Nichol, Alison Vareika and Tara Theune Davis
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Affairs to Remember
PAFA Torch Lighting
october 1, 2011

Photography by Linda Johnson

Freeman’s was delighted to attend the official opening of Lenfest Plaza with Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts Party on the Plaza.
The highlight of the event was the inaugural sunset lighting of Paint Torch, the towering 51-foot illuminated paintbrush sculpture by
world-renowned artist Claes Oldenburg. The event drew international art patrons and guests enjoyed dinner and dancing.

David Brigham, Maartje Olden and Claes Oldenburg

The Torch Lighting ceremony.

Marguerite & H.F. ‘Gerry’ Lenfest and Connie Williams

Royal Oak Foundation Timeless Design
october 19, 2011
The Timeless Design and Heritage awards were presented at the Timeless Design Gala Benefit at New York's Metropolitan Club. The
awards went to interior designer, David Hicks (accepted by his son Ashley Hicks) and philanthropic hotelier Richard Broyd, respectively.
Proceeds from the event went to support Royal Oak's Scholarship Fund and the Foundation's work with the National Trust of England,
Wales and Northern Ireland.

Lady Henrietta Spencer-Churchill and Ashley Hicks

Gregory Van Boven, Lynn Rickabaugh and Sean Sawyer

David Staub, Mario Buatta, Charlotte Moss and Renny Reynolds

The Forbes Collection at Old Battersea House
october 27, 2011
The magnificent interiors of the Forbes families London residence at Old Battersea House were recreated for the sale of the contents at
Lyon & Turnbull in Edinburgh in November. Over 500 invited guests viewed the sale at a champagne reception on October 27th prior to
the sale. We were lucky to be treated to a fascinating lecture on the Victorian art in the sale and the people who had owned it by
country house specialist Curt DiCamillo. Mr DiCamillo, Executive Director of the National Trust for Scotland Foundation USA, regaled his
audience on subjects as diverse as the cult of Queen Victoria and Elizabeth Taylor, who often stayed at Old Battersea House.
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Affairs to Remember
Main Line Antique Show
november 11, 2011
Freeman’s was pleased to sponsor the Main Line Antique Show, which took place at the Radnor Valley Country Club in Villanova. The
event brought together over thirty top antiques dealers from around the east coast to display their wonderful wares. Opening Night
Party Sponsors and Honorary Chairs of the Show were Mrs. J. Maxwell ‘Betty’ Moran and Mrs. S. Matthews V. Hamilton, Jr.

Bill Haines IV, Sara McCabe and Samuel T. Freeman III

Christine Smith, Samantha Ehlinger, Robin Williams,
Michele Lockwood and Lorraine Sterling

Barbara Fentress, Caroline Moran, Betty Moran and
Lauren Christiansen

Launch of the Universal Short Title Catalogue
november 22, 2011
Lyon & Turnbull played host to the launch of a major new scholarly project: the Universal Short Title Catalogue, a survey of all books
published before 1601, the first 150 years after the invention of printing. The result of 15 years work by researchers at the University of St
Andrews, it offers free on-line resource, access to over 350,000 editions surviving in 1.5 million located copies. Launching the project
National Librarian Martyn Wade paid tribute to the efforts of the St Andrews team, and welcomed a tool that will be of immense value
to scholars and those in the professional book community. The launch was sponsored by the Consulates of Germany, Italy and France
(the three largest centres of books production in the early years of printing). For more information on the project visit www.ustc.ac.uk

Affairs to
The USTC project team from the University of St. Andrews

National Librarian Prof. Martyn Wade

The Edinburgh Renaissance Band who played at the launch.

Teapot Trust Jewellery Show
november 28, 2011
Lyon & Turnbull’s main saleroom became the setting of a glamorous jewellery show. Models, styled by Dixie Belle of Bruntsfield, showed
off stunning diamonds, rubies, sapphires and emeralds to a captivated crowd all in aid of local children’s charity the Teapot Trust.
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Affairs to Remember
Art Basel Miami
december 01, 2011
Art Basel Miami gathers the best
contemporary connoisseurs and
collectors. Freeman’s co-hosted an
event with Art New England at the
Fontainebleau Hotel to help raise money
for the deCordova Sculpture Park and
Museum. The event was an
overwhelming success for the charity
and its attendees.
Douglas Gates and Katie Block

Aimee Pflieger, Nora Maroulis and Gustavo Quiroga

Dennis Kois, Tim Montgomery, Kelly Wright, and Anne Henry

Come As You Art Ball
december 11, 2011
Guests dressed as their favorite work of art at The Appraisers
Association of America (AAA) benefit costume ball. The festive
evening, held at the Norwood Club, NYC, included pop-up opera
singers, fortune tellers and a live auction. Proceeds went to the
Appraisal Institute of America sponsored educational programs
on connoisseurship, assessment, and valuation.
For more information about the organization visit
www.appraisersassoc.org
Whitney Bounty, Matthew Haley, Yury Yanchyshyn, David Walker

Alleya Lehmann Bench, Renee Vara

Don Keanon, Richard Soja, Joe Partenza

Sharon Chrust

Kelly Wright, Alasdair Nichol
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111th ANNUAL STUDENT EXHIBITION
MAY 11 - JUNE 3, 2012

Barbara Kauts

VIEW AND PURCHASE ORIGINAL AND UNIQUE ARTWORK BY PAFA STUDENTS ON THE
VERGE OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL CAREERS.
Once again, PAFA has transformed its campus into the ultimate gallery with over 1,000
works of art by BFA students, third- and fourth-year Certificate program students, and
MFA degree candidates.
Visit PAFA’s Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building to discover the brightest new talent in America.
WOMEN’S BOARD PREVIEW PARTY, May 10, 2012, 4 - 8:30 p.m.
For tickets or information contact 215-572-0550 or pcastner@pafa.org.
128 N. BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
PAFA.ORG

Spring Preview

The Contents of Blair
Fine Antiques

Fine English & Continental,

Silver & Decorative Art
Design

Fine Asian Arts

Decorative Arts &

Scottish Contemporary & Post-War Art

American Furniture, Silver & Decorative Art
Rare Books, Maps, Manuscripts & Photographs
Modern & Contemporary Art Fine Jewellery &
Silver

Scottish Silver & Accessories

Fine Jewelry & Watches

Fine Paintings

Fine American & European Paintings & Sculpture
ABOVE:

ENGLISH NAVAL RED ENSIGN OF THE U.S.S. CONSTITUTION
first half 19th century
Hoist inscribed, ‘Constitution’ and ‘Vandalia's English Ensign,’
comprised of wool bunting, all hand sewn, 13ft. 2in. x 20ft. 8in.
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Blair: 900 years of
The Contents of Blair March 14 & 15, 2012

L

YON & TURNBULL are pleased to announce the sale of the
contents of Blair Castle, reputed to be the oldest continually

inhabited mansion in Scotland, never before been rebuilt or sold
until now. The original Norman Tower is thought to date back to
1105. This early defensive structure was built above a tributary of
the River Garnock in Ayrshire, on a semi-circular plateau of
whinstone rock – you can still see the rock face to the right of the
tower door and inside the Guard Room. A second tower was
added in 1203. The Sitting Room and the Dining Room are
accessed through a door in what were once the abutting walls of
the original two towers. The depth of this opening gives some
idea of the thickness of these original stone walls.
The family trace their ancestry back to the reign of William the
Lion (1165-1214), when the Barony of Blair was awarded by the
king to a Norman knight, Jean François (anglicised to John
Francis), for services rendered, and his son added Blair to his
name. Notable early Lairds include Sir Bryce de Blair, 3rd Laird,
who was a supporter of William Wallace. Captured by the

“Blair-Castle is ane ancient castell and strong dounioun veil
beutified with gardens orchards and partiers seatted on the
brinke of ye River Garnock it is the ancient patrimony and
heritage of ye Lairds of Blare de eodem to quhome a grate
portione of the parish of Dal-ray does lykewayes belonge.”
Timothy Pont’s description of Blair in 1604-1608

English, he was executed at the Barns of Ayr in 1296. Later Sir
Roger de Blair, the 5th Laird, was a supporter of Robert the
Bruce. He was knighted for services before and during the Battle
of Bannockburn (1314).

Further additions in the 14th to 16th centuries extended the
original tower house into a complex series of adjoined towers.
The next recorded and identifiable addition is the 1668 South
Wing, added by William Blair (c. 1640-1689), 18th Laird, and his
wife Lady Margaret Hamilton, daughter of the 2nd Duke of
Hamilton. The initials of LMH & WB are carved above the
windows to celebrate their conversion of what was probably a
fairly rudimentary tower house into a more elegant and grand
17th century house. All was not well with the marriage however;
Lady Hamilton strongly disapproved of her husband’s opposition
to the Stuart cause. In 1689 he raised a troop of cavalry in
support of William of Orange and went to the County of Perth.

SPECIALIST
Gavin Strang
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com
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history for sale
Edinburgh

It is a credit to his son, Captain William Fordyce Blair (18051884), 25th Laird, and grandson, Colonel Frederick Gordon Blair
(1853-1943), 26th Laird, that the extensive additions and
adaptations undertaken in the mid-to-late 1800s fit so well with
the earlier mansion house and original tower structures. William
Fordyce Blair, who was a great collector of antiquities and curios,
travelled far and wide with the Royal Navy but also retained a
great interest in the well-being of the local community, opening
the policies of Blair to the people of Dalry. The final significant
work to the house was completed by Colonel Frederick Gordon
Blair of the Yeomanry and his wife, Mary Baird, in 1893 – their
initials can be seen in the magnificent stone work of the Ingle
Room near the entrance to the house.
The sale of the contents of Blair includes all the ‘country house’
treasures you would expect from a house with such history: the
18th Laird’s broad sword; Georgian, Victorian and French
furniture; Zeigler and Ushak carpets; a collection of sporting
pictures including James Howe’s 1804 Last of the Leith Races;
good silver, including a rare pair of George III prize greyhound
collars; ceramics, books and much more besides.
For details of viewing and sale arrangements refer to the website
There he was captured by Viscount Dundee (‘Bonnie Dundee’) at

at www.lyonandturnbull.com/blair

St Johnston and taken to the Treshnish Isles, off Mull, where he
died in the same year.
The East Wing, without its present top floor, was added in 1730.
Hamilton Blair (1710-1782), 23rd Laird, rose to become a Major
in the Royal Scots Greys. He served at the Battle of Fontenoy
(1745) and later commanded them during the Seven Years War
(1756-63).
The 1800s were a period of prosperity, expanding horizons,
culture, eminence and notable public service for the Blair family.
It was important to the Victorians that their status was reflected
in their homes and the embellished surroundings. The superbly
designed landscape of the Policies, with its excellent collection of
tree species, was created by William Blair (1767-1841), 24th Laird
and a Member of Parliament for Ayrshire.
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Treasures from the Qing Dynasty
Fine Asian Arts March 17, 2012 Philadelphia June 26, 2012 Edinburgh

T

HIS YEAR marks the 100th anniversary of a defining
point in Chinese history – the collapse of the Qing
Dynasty and along with it, an end to thousands of years of
dynastic rule. The first Qing emperor came to power in 1644
and, by the end of the 18th century, the Imperial court had
flourished and strengthened. The reign of Emperor Qianlong
(1750-1793) was a period of great artistic and cultural
development, and coincided with a demand in the West for all
things Oriental. This taste for ‘chinoiserie’, be it porcelain,
textiles, furniture or ivory, led to a robust trade in export
goods with all the Western powers vying for a piece of the
lucrative Chinese market. Large numbers of trade ships made
the journey across the ocean laden with the work of countless
skilled Chinese artisans and craftsmen, destined for
fashionable houses in Europe and America.
The 19th century saw a weakening of the Qing Dynasty’s
influence and power and, by the start of the 20th century, a

victim of social unrest and other outside influences, the future
of the dynasty’s rule was in serious doubt. In 1908 two year
old Emperor Xuantong, known as Pu Yi, succeeded to the
throne, to rule under a Regency council. Amidst growing
political and societal pressures, the boy emperor’s rule was
short lived, and in 1912 he was forced to abdicate, thereby
bringing to an end over two hundred and fifty years of Qing
supremacy.
Two items in the Freeman’s March Fine Asian Works of Art
sale illustrate in different ways the scope of this important
period in Chinese history. An impressive large carved
‘spinach’ jade brush pot on bracketed feet dates to the 18th
century, most likely to the Qianlong period and exhibits the
high quality and workmanship one would expect from pieces
produced at this time. Despite its large size, it was carved
from a single piece of jade, rather than pieced together from
smaller components. Dense with detailed relief carvings
running along the exterior, it shows mythical
figures and female attendants, a flagbearing horseman, and scholars
playing a board game. The size,
rarity and color of this material, as
well as the extensive detailed
carving, exemplify accomplished
craftsmanship of the imperial jade
workshops typical of the period.
The brush pot, the property of a
private collector in Philadelphia, is
listed with a conservative estimate
of $20,000-$30,000 (£12,40018,600).
The other item of interest to be
offered by Freeman’s provides a
more personal and poignant
testimony to the Qing legacy. In
1932, occupying Japanese forces
restored Pu Yi, now a young man,
to the throne of Manchuria after
years in exile, in a purely
ceremonial capacity. Stripped of
any power or influence, he was
presented by the Japanese with a

EXCEPTIONAL AND LARGE CHINESE
CARVED SPINACH-GREEN JADE
BRUSHPOT
18th century bitong form
provenance: Property of a Philadelphia
Gentleman
$20,000-30,000 (£12,400-18,600)
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bright orange and celadon green colored sash, along
with silver starburst decorations, as tokens of
gratitude for his acceptance of his new title as
Emperor. The decorations bear an enameled dragon
referencing his relationship to his Qing ancestors and
their dynastic rule, a connection to the past swept
away by the tides of history. Formerly in the Alice
Boney Collection of Asian art, the decorations have a
pre-sale estimate of $6,000-8,000 (£3,700-4,960).
Items of interest produced during the Qing period
were often inspired by archaic forms or materials
steeped in mythic lore, taking on significant meaning
in the hands of Qing artisans. The recent sale of a
Qing period carved rhinoceros horn libation cup by
Lyon & Turnbull is a prime example of the allure of
Qing period objects made of rare materials in today’s
market. The cup, which realized £43,000 ($63,600),
was carved in the form of a hibiscus flower with vines
and flower blossoms encircling it.
During the ensuing century since the last Qing Emperor ruled,
China has witnessed momentous political and societal
upheavals: the birth of the Republic, an occupation by Japan,
the rise of Mao Zedong, and the Cultural Revolution. Now
with the birth of ‘modern’ China in the 21st century, with its
rapid modernization and expanding economic power, there
has been a surge of interest by the Chinese in the art and
artifacts from their long and illustrious history. The demand
for these relics of a bygone era continues to shift and migrate,
and while the Chinese may currently dominate the
marketplace, they are by no means the only force pursuing
these treasures – the legacy of the Qing Imperial court
continues to captivate collectors all over the world.

UNIQUE PAIR OF PRESENTATION
DECORATIONS AND SASH PRESENTED TO
PU YI OF MANCHUKUO PRESENTED 1932
provenance: Formerly of The
Alice Boney Collection
$6,000-8,000 (£3,700-4,960)

CHINESE CARVED RHINOCEROS HORN
LIBATION CUP
QING, 18TH CENTURY

Sold for £43,070 ($68,900)
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The cult of Sir Walter Scott
Fine Antiques March 28 & June 27, 2012 Edinburgh
Fine English & Continental Furniture & Decorative Arts May 23, 2012 Philadelphia

I

T WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE to name any other Scottish writer
of the 19th century more celebrated or well-known during his
lifetime than Sir Walter Scott, whose use of his native landscape
and the historical tales and legends of the Scottish countryside
formed the basis for his hugely successful and influential novels,
poems, and plays. Drawing on these sources, Scott infused his
stories with romanticism and adventure, thereby popularising a
literary Scottish identity that made him the first English language
writer with a truly international following. Novels like Ivanhoe,
Rob Roy, and The Bride of Lammermoor were not only set in Scott’s
beloved homeland, but were also imbued with a uniquely
Scottish identity. Their success, as well as the success of the
other works produced by the prolific Scott, helped secure his
superstar status.
As Scott’s fame grew, so did the desire for items related to him
and pieces inspired by his work. Leading artists of the day
created works illustrating scenes taken from Scott’s tales, and his
portrait was painted by Landseer and Raeburn. It is no small
testament to his iconic status that only twelve years after his
death in 1832 at the age of sixty one, the prominent Gothic
Revival monument honouring him was completed in Edinburgh.
Clocks in the form of the Scott monument, Staffordshire figures
of the author, as well as the principal characters from his novels,
Mauchline boxes and all assortment of trinkets were made to
commemorate the Scott legacy. His neo Scots Baronial home in
the Borders, Abbotsford, took on mythic status as a shrine and
place of pilgrimage and even his dog Maida was immortalised by
artists, writers and sculptors.

A particularly fine and important example of Scott memorabilia
will be offered in the March Fine Antiques sale at Lyon &
Turnbull. The white marble bust of Scott
(illustrated opposite), after a
model by the renowned
portrait sculptor Francis
Legatt Chantrey
(1781-1841) is
famed for its
likeness of the

man as well as capturing a sense of his character. Executed by
the sculptor John Evan Thomas (1810-1873) who apprenticed
under Chantrey, the bust is based on Chantrey’s model which
was executed after a requested sitting with the author in 1820.
Dissatisfied with his original clay composition, the sculptor
reportedly took a wire to the neck and re-positioned the head in
its current place, facing to the left. A plaster cast of the bust was
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1821 and the marble version
was completed in 1822. In 1828 it was presented to Scott by the
artist and now resides in the library at Abbotsford. A second
version by Chantrey was commissioned by the Duke of
Wellington in 1821 and completed in 1826. It is now located in
the collection at Stratfield Saye, the Duke of Wellington’s estate
on the Hampshire/Berkshire border. A third revised version,
started in 1828 and known as the ‘Peel’ bust, is now in the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. John Evan Thomas started his
apprenticeship in Chantrey’s studio in 1824 at the age of
fourteen and would certainly have been there while both the
‘Abbotsford’ and ‘Wellington’ busts were being carved. It
captures all the details of the earlier busts, especially the
expression on Scott’s face, as if he were about to relate an
amusing story, playing on the author’s reputation as a raconteur.
After his death Scott continued to be celebrated and revered, his
name and image becoming synonymous with Scottish identity,
and the places and characters featured in his works becoming
part of the folklore that inspired them. The John Evan Thomas
bust of Scott, with a pre-sale estimate of £10,000-15,000
($16,00-24,000), offers Scott aficionados and lovers of Scottish
literary heritage, a rare opportunity to own a prominent piece of
sculpture inspired by the foremost
Scottish literary figure of the
19th century.

A complete set of Scott’s
Waverley Novels.
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JOHN EVAN THOMAS
(british 1810-1873)
SIR WALTER SCOTT
Fine white marble bust, signed and
dated 1834, after a model by Sir Francis
Legatt Chantrey
75cm high
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£10,000-15,000 ($16,000-24,000)
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Ever popular Moorcroft
Decorative Arts & Design April 18, 2012 Edinburgh

O

NE OF THE MORE SUCCESSFUL collecting areas in the
Decorative Arts over the last few years has been Moorcroft
Pottery. Its strength lies in the consistency achieved in the
quality of the decoration and finish of each piece, the wide range
of shapes and patterns, and is a testament to the high standards
of production and design achieved in the early years of its
manufacture. It is also the result of a powerful brand and
distinctive style developed by its founder William Moorcroft.
Moorcroft had had a thorough grounding in his chosen field,
studying design at the National Art Training School at South
Kensington and by 1897 gaining his Art Masters Certificate. His
training in the latest principles of design, inspired by William
Morris and the Aesthetic Movement made him the ideal
candidate for a post as designer for the firm of Macintyre & Co.
in Burslem, Staffordshire in the same year and, by early 1898, he
was elevated to the post of Manager of the Ornamental Ware,
with its own staff of throwers and decorators.
The explosion of interest in the decorative arts and ‘home
decoration’ engendered by followers of the Aesthetic movement
in the late 19th century had led in turn to many pottery
companies opening ‘Art Pottery’ departments to take advantage
of this trend. Macintyre’s were no exception and several
designers were tried, largely unsuccessfully, before Moorcroft
was offered the position in 1898. He quickly developed the
production of a new range called ‘Florian Ware’, so called
to reflect the mainly floral motifs employed, and also

reflecting his design principles which favoured decoration drawn
from nature. Moorcroft asserted that the designs should follow
the form of the vessel, never for their own sake. He was not, as is
often assumed, a fan of continental Art Nouveau, and allied
himself more to the Arts & Crafts Movement for inspiration,
however the sinuous foliate designs on many of his works have
long associated him as an early exponent of that movement in
Britain.
It was at this time that Moorcroft further developed the ‘tubelining’ technique his predecessors had started to introduce,
where slip is used to boldly decorate the body to form a
cloisonné effect, with coloured glazes filling the ‘cells’. He was,
and continued to be, involved in every step of the throwing,
decorating and firing processes and as a result signed each piece
himself on the base. The early ranges sold well and were admired
for the quality of their decoration and finish. Signing the pieces in
this way enabled the Moorcroft name to gain prominence, and
the factory was selling internationally, notably at Liberty & Co.
London, Tiffany & Co., New York and at Rouard in Paris. A friend
visiting Tiffany’s in 1907 commented to Moorcroft “... I saw your
lustrous new ware. I think it is very fine indeed! All has a label,
that shows who is the artist, who is responsible for it. No
mentioning the firm’s name at all. Lucky man you are!” It may be
that the successful promotion of the Moorcroft ‘brand’ and not
the reputation of Macintyre & Co played some part in
their decision to close the Art Pottery department by
1913. With characteristic energy, William Moorcroft
began to plan a move to a factory of his own and with
the backing of Liberty & Co., one of his main outlets,
designed and built a brand new factory which was
trading the same year. The fact that this factory
continues in production to this day is remarkable and
owes much to the solid foundations laid down by its
founder over a century ago.

Two early Macintyre ‘Florian Ware’ vessels in the
tulip design, circa 1902, and an early Macintyre
landscape vase, circa 1903, both by William
Moorcroft to be included in our forthcoming sale of
Decorative Arts on April 18.
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David Mach: a master of collage
Scottish Contemporary & Post-War Art April 25, 2012 Edinburgh

C

OLOURFUL, CREATIVE and often controversial, David Mach is
undoubtedly one of the UK's leading contemporary artists and
sculptors. Born in Methil, Fife in 1956, David studied Fine Art in Dundee at
the Duncan Jordanstone College of Art from 1974-79. His experience at art
school had a huge impact on him, and during his years at Dundee Mach
experimented with many of the techniques he has continued to develop to
this day. He is remembered by Jake Kempsell, the current Head of Sculpture
at Dundee, as being 'a tall languid character who always seemed to move
very slowly but who produced a huge amount of very inventive material'.
By his Degree Show in 1979 the characteristics of what would become the
'David Mach' style were already evident - the fascination with massive scale
and the use of labour intensive, painstaking techniques, combined with
humour and huge imagination. The work he produced for his Degree Show
is typical of this, consisting as it did of a massive leaf carpet suspended in
the air over Camperdown Park, where thousands and thousands of beech
leaves were individually woven into a 15 metre length of chicken wire.
After graduating Mach was awarded a place at the Royal College of Art in
London and emerged in 1982 with a Masters Degree. In 1998 he was made a DAVID MACH R.A.
(scottish, b. 1956)
fellow of the Royal Academy of Arts.
MARILYN MONROE

The concept of Mass Production has been very influential on Mach's work
Mixed media postcards on panel, signed within the image
throughout his career. The visual impact of thousands of elements repeated 181cm x 181cm
upon themselves fascinates him and shows the influence of student summer £4,000-6,000 ($6,400-9,600)
holidays spent working at a bottling plant in Leven. As Mach says, "Mass
production processes had their effect on me. You'd be seeing thousands of bottles pass before your eyes every day. I loved the
extravagance of that mass production thing."
An endless range of objects have subsequently formed the raw material for Mach's sculptures ranging from magazines, tires, storage
containers, bricks and match heads. Over the years Mach has produced a staggering output and range of major art works including the
Brick Train at Darlington (1997), the massive over-scaled sumo wrestlers – It
Takes Two – on the Circular Quays in Sydney (1997), the three Big Heids sited
off the M8 (1999), and National Portrait – a monumental collage
commissioned for the Millennium Dome (2000) representing the cultural
identity of the UK today.
The two examples shown here demonstrate Mach’s mastery of collage, each
of these pieces are made from hundreds of individual postcards. Yellow Bikini
is made from images of H.R.H. Queen Elizabeth II and the iconic Marilyn
from a World War II recruitment poster.

DAVID MACH R.A.
(scottish, b. 1956)
YELLOW BIKINI
Mixed media postcards on panel, signed within the image
181cm x 181cm

£4,000-6,000 ($6,400-9,600)
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Broad Stripes & Bright Stars

H

ISTORY TELLS A STORY through the spoken and written
word as well as with the objects it leaves behind. Preserving
the past can often guide us to a wiser future, the late collector
and philanthropist, H. Richard Dietrich, Jr., understood this
extremely well. At the time of his death, he was recognized for
the quality and historic significance of his vast collection of early
American art acquired for The Dietrich American Foundation and
for his own private collection. The late Robert L. McNeil, Jr., a
friend and colleague of his at the Center for American Art at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, and notable collector as well, said
of Dietrich: “In the field of American art and material culture, he
was intellectually curious and shared his knowledge and the
objects in his collection most generously ... Dick was one of our
great collectors of Americana.”

Dietrich’s collecting interests ranged from the decorative and
fine arts, to historical documents, manuscripts, and early
American military, naval and maritime history. Our April auction,
provides a unique opportunity for the public to acquire a piece of
American history. The historic colors include a rare 13-star naval
ensign and an unparalleled grouping of flags from the U.S.S.
Constitution that have survived with a rich and colorful
provenance almost equal to that of the ship itself.
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The U.S.S. Constitution (‘Old Ironsides’) a frigate with three masts
named by President George Washington and launched in 1797
has the distinction of being the oldest commissioned naval
vessel. It is most renowned for the action she saw during the
War of 1812; and in 1997, after numerous restorations over the
decades, briefly sailed under her own power to celebrate her
200th anniversary. Today, berthed in Boston’s Charlestown Navy
Yard, the Constitution will be a focal point of this year’s
celebration of the bicentennial observance of the War of 1812.
With this in mind, the auction of these naval colors should be of
considerable and timely interest.
Eleven of the flags were acquired by Dietrich in 1964 when they
became available through Elinor and Horace Gordon, prominent
antique dealers with connections to members of the Parris family
of Maine. Virgil Parris had been selected ‘Keeper of Stores’ at the
Portsmouth Navy Yard in 1858, making him responsible for the
resources of the Navy at this facility during a time when budgets
were tight. The Constitution, saved by public efforts from being
broken-up, was no longer considered a combat ‘ship of the line.’
Arriving in Portsmouth, she had been decommissioned from
active duty on June 14, 1855. Saved from salvage, she was
converted into a training ship. During this period of transition,
Parris was informed that her ‘light gear’ – sails, rigging, spars,

Historic U.S.S. Constitution Colors from the
Collection of H. Richard Dietrich Jr.
Auction April 30, 2012 Philadelphia

Rare and early US Commodore’s Broad Pennant from the U.S.S.
Constitution, is believed to be the oldest known representation of a
US Commodore’s ‘broad pennant,’ in use from 1837 to 1845. The
inscription on the hoist reads ‘Constitution Broad pendend.’ This
example dates from the period the Constitution served as flagship
of both Mediterranean Squadron (1837-1838) and the Pacific
squadron (1839-1842) under Commodores Jesse Duncan Elliot and
Daniel Turner. Overall 8ft. 9in. x 19ft. 5in.

Rare 19-star United States
Ensign from the U.S.S.
Constitution was officially used
from December 1816 to
December 1817. This flag is one
of the earliest authorized US
Navy ensigns to survive and
dates prior to the 3rd Flag Act of
1818. Overall 10ft. 6in. x 16ft. 8in.
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Very fine 31-star United States Ensign of the U.S.S.
Constitution (1851-1858) is most likely her last ensign
prior to the ship being laid up in ordinary in 1855.
Inscribed on the hoist is ‘Constitution No. 1’ which is
referring to the size of the flag. In the US Navy the No. 1
ensign was the vessel’s largest. The 31-star pattern is
arranged 6-5-5-5-5-5, the same star pattern
Commodore Perry used on his visit to Japan in 1853.
Overall 15ft. 4in. x 15ft. 3in.

hull timbers, and various instruments, as well as
all flags – including a small boat and signal, were
to be removed and condemned as ‘unfit for
service,’ and ordered sold at public auction. He
purchased some of the earliest ensigns (national
flags) of this great ship and the family retained
them into the mid 20th-century.
The Parris family’s concern and desire to protect
these items was passed on to the last member when, in his 70s,
he consigned them with the purpose of finding a new caretaker.
Included with the colors are family correspondence, original
documents from the initial appointment of Virgil Parris, and
correspondence from the Gordons to Dietrich, who then became
the colors’ new guardian.
Highlights of the collection include four rare and extremely early
US ensigns and a Commodore's broad pennant. The earliest
ensign, a superb 4-5-4 pattern, 13-star naval color with 8 stripes
(see below), is independent of the Constitution grouping. Its
construction and fabric dates it to the late 18th century/early
19th century. The earliest ensigns from the Constitution include
a 19-star-pattern (page 29), a 28-star pattern ensign modified
with the addition of two stars to continue its usage, and a 31-star
example (above) used when she was decommissioned. The
oldest known representation of a US Commodore's ‘broad
pennant,’ in use from 1837-1845 (page 29), with the design
based on a 28-star pattern rounds out the highlights.
Other remarkable flags of interest from the Constitution are an

United Kingdom Red Ensign (page 19), a Royal or Imperial
Brazilian Ensign and a French Navy ‘commissioning pennant,’
rare and likely a war trophy from the Quasi-War with France
1798-1800.
In 1963 with the assassination of John F. Kennedy, America lost a
youthful President and former Navy hero with a keen sense of
what our nation could accomplish in a future of endless
possibilities. He once said of the Constitution, “The sight of that
historic frigate, with its tall spars and black guns, stirred my
imagination and made American history come alive for me.” That
very same year, an equally youthful H. Richard Dietrich, Jr.
created his Foundation to document, collect, and research the
treasures that told us so much about America’s past and place in
the world. Dietrich’s legacy continues today through his
Foundation and its education of the public with its long-term
loans of works of art to many museums. His son, H. Richard
Dietrich III, noted that his father “had a lifelong interest in
maritime history and the sea.” The family hopes that with this
auction there will be a renewed interest
in American naval history and of how
the War of 1812 impacted and shaped
the early years of the United States on
land and, especially, on the sea. This
sale, too, will offer a rare chance for
collectors to assume the guardianship
and enjoyment of a component of
America’s history, poised to continue
its journey into the future.

Rare 4-5-4 pattern, 8 stripe 13-star
American naval flag dating to the late 18th
century/early 19th century. From 1777 to
1818 both the number of stars and stripes
were mutable and a variety is found in
period paintings. Overall 6ft. 1in. x 10ft. 10in.
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Virginia H. Knauer

Consumer Advocate
and Connoisseur

American Furniture, Silver & Decorative Art April 30, 2012 Philadelphia

U

PON ON HER PASSING late last year in Washington at 96,
Virginia Knauer had received nine honorary doctorates and
countless civic and industry awards for her tireless work as a
public servant on behalf of the American consumer. Ms. Knauer
advised three Presidents, Nixon, Ford and Reagan – acting as a
‘pipeline to the President for consumers,’ while she directed the
Office of Consumer Affairs. Her numerous and wide-ranging
accomplishments had a lasting impact on American life.
Ms. Knauer’s product safety campaign scored many victories for
consumers, including the recall of defective school buses and
the reduction of fat content in hot dogs – to name but two.
Above all, her goal was to educate and empower the consumer
and, most importantly, she provided businesses a blueprint for
success through improved customer service.
An enduring part of her educational mission is the Federal
Citizen Information Center which today distributes free or lowcost consumer publications. By 1981, it was mailing out 26
million pamphlets annually.

Knauer, born Virginia
Harrington Wright in
Philadelphia in 1915, once told
The Washington Post in 1970,
“I’ve been a feminist for 20
years and I’m all for advancing
women in public office.” She
married Wilhelm F. Knauer in
1940, had two children, and
became involved in politics
while working on Dwight
Eisenhower’s 1952 presidential
campaign. In 1959 she
became the first Republican
President Richard Nixon and
woman elected to
Virginia H. Knauer.
Philadelphia’s City Council
before heading Pennsylvania’s new Bureau for Consumer
Protection just prior to her appointment by Nixon to the
Consumer Affairs post in 1969.
Of course, Virginia Knauer is remembered for her distinguished
career as a nationally renowned public advocate, yet her link to
Philadelphia and art is particularly strong. She earned degrees in
art from the University of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts.

PAIR OF CHIPPENDALE CARVED
WALNUT CHAIRS,
PHILADELPHIA, CIRCA 1770
‘CRIM FAMILY’ CHIPPENDALE
WALNUT DRESSING TABLE,
CIRCA 1760, PHILADELPHIA
MAHOGANY AND PARCEL-GILT
LOOKING GLASS, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

Freeman’s is extremely pleased to offer The Collection of Virginia
Knauer. It is an opportunity to present fine examples of the 18th
century antiques she and her husband began collecting in the
early years of their marriage, and an occasion for the public to
see Virginia Knauer as a passionate, informed collector with a
discerning eye for beauty, detail and craftsmanship, along with
her superb understanding of historical time and place. The sale
will contain well documented examples of early Philadelphia
furniture with impeccable provenance, many purchased at
Samuel T. Freeman & Co. The furnishings are accompanied by
photo copies of original bills of
sale and catalogues. It will also
include English furniture,
Chinese export porcelain, and
European paintings.
Virginia Knauer was a woman
of remarkable achievement and
served her country during her
long life. One of Philadelphia’s
own, Freeman’s is delighted to
be a part of her legacy with the
upcoming auction of so many
historical pieces owned by a
woman who made history, too.
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A landmark in Scottish literature
Rare Books, Maps, Manuscripts & Photographs May 02, 2012 Edinburgh
Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps, Posters & Ephemera May 31, 2012 Philadelphia

A

FTER WHISKY Scotland’s most famous exports are its
authors and intellectuals – Sir Walter Scott, Robert Burns
and R.L. Stevenson spring immediately to mind. But whereas
Scott and R.L. Stevenson are famous for a dozen works or more,
Burns’s reputation the world over rests on a single volume. It
nearly never saw the light of day. Burns’s farming activities at
Mossgiel farm, near Mauchline in Ayrshire, were not profitable
and his willingness to marry Jean Armour, who was pregnant by
him, was opposed by her father, so Burns made plans to
emigrate. It was only the suggestion of a local lawyer, Gavin
Hamilton, that he could finance his voyage to Jamaica by
publishing some of his poems, that led to him approaching a
local printer, John Wilson, in Kilmarnock.
When, on July 31, 1786, Wilson published a slim volume of
poetry under the unassuming title Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish
dialect Scottish literary history came of age. Selling for three
shillings the entire print-run of 612 copies sold out within a
month, justifying Burns’s belief in his abilities and the merit of his
poems. The volume contained much of his best writing,
including The Twa Dogs, Address to the Deil, Halloween, The
Cotter’s Saturday Night, To a Mouse, Epitaph for James Smith and
To a Mountain Daisy, many of which had been written at Mossgiel
farm. The success of the work was immediate.
Hugely rare, this slim volume has now become a high spot in the
world of books, listed in the The Grolier Club’s One hundred books
famous in English literature. An informal census lists 74 surviving
copies of which 42 are in universities, 22 in libraries, eight in
museums and a mere 12 copies left in private hands. Lyon &
Turnbull’s sale on May 02, 2012, therefore represents an
exceedingly rare opportunity to purchase the most desirable and
famous volume of Scottish literature.
Equally exciting is an autographed and signed letter, apparently
unpublished, from Burns’s lover, Agnes M’Lehose, known by
Burns’s epithet ‘Clarinda’, to Burns’s Dumfries friend John Syme

A detail from a charming autograph letter from Robert Burns to David
Staig with poetic inducements
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Fascinating autograph letter from Agnes McLehose (‘Clarinda’) about
her love letters to Robert Burns

(1755-1831) written only six months after the poet’s death. In it
Clarinda pleads for, cajoles and demands the return of her love
letters to Burns, protesting that she would never “destroy those
precious memorials of an attachment the recollection of which
would warm my very soul were it to live till I was four score! No
– no!”, and, as an enticement, promising in return to select
passages from Burns’s letters to her for possible publication “as
will do honour to his memory [as] every mind of the least taste
must be gratified by any thing that flowed from the pen of him!
Who was indeed his Country’s glory and her shame.”
In the same sale will be offered an original autographed and
signed letter from Robert Burns to David Staig, the Provost of
Dumfries, dated January 10, 1793, in which he begs Mr Staig’s
wife and daughters to patronize the performance of an actor
friend, Mr Guion, and promises in return to not just to write a
congratulatory ode when Staig is made a Commissioner of the
Customs, but to write an Epithalamium when every one of his
daughters marries and moreover “your lady shall command my
Muse of any theme she pleases”. Who could possibly have
resisted such blandishments from the greatest poet of the day?

David Bloom
tel: +1 267.414.1246
dbloom@freemansauction.com

Kerry Lee Jeffery
tel: +1 267.414.1247
kjeffery@freemansauction.com

BURNS, ROBERT
Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. Kilmarnock, 1786. First edition
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Minimalist Chic: Estate of Janet Brown
Modern & Contemporary Art May 12, 2012 Philadelphia

F

OR SOCIALITES and successful, busy
women, the advice and assistance of
the late Janet Brown on matters of fashion
and style was invaluable. From her small,
white-walled boutique in the unlikely town
of Port Washington on Long Island, New
York, she styled those women with a
unique talent and vision that combined
classic design, premier quality, and
Janet Brown
avant-garde taste. As a New York
tastemaker, her clients relied on her for an
introduction to the most current and influential European
designers like Jil Sander, Miuccia Prada, and Loro Piana before
they were ever accessible in the United States, let alone
Manhattan’s most prestigious, high-profile stores.
Following her death at 59 in March, 2007, her eponymous shop
closed that December after almost a quarter-century of

profoundly influencing the taste and fashion sensibilities of her
nearly 300 select devotees. With clothing hung on utilitarian
racks made of pipe in a small, intimate and quirky setting, the
apparel of innovative designers was offered by Brown to her loyal
customers who valued her direct and informed understanding of
their lifestyles and, most importantly, any figure flaws. Above all,
she was selling the taste of Janet Brown, and that taste had its
origins in her native Philadelphia.
While still a student at Temple University, she had the good
fortune to work with Nan Duskin at her elegant store on
Rittenhouse Square. Her time and training there served her well
when she moved to New York and opened her shop in 1983, just
in time to make her unique retail operation a triumph, as
independent designer boutiques were disappearing because
popular, high-end designers were establishing their own shops,
and department stores were in a flurry of expansion.
Brown’s elegance and eye for the beautiful, stylish,
and unique made her a hugely successful business
woman. In her private life, these attributes were
evident as well, and in the items Freeman’s will be
offering in our sales over the course of the 2012
spring and fall auction season. There will be a
noteworthy group of decorative objects, furniture and
silver available in the April American Furniture, Silver
and Decorative Arts, as well as in the fall Fine English
& Continental Furniture, Silver & Decorative Arts
auctions. This spring, an outstanding suite of Brice
Marden prints and works by Donald Judd and Balthus
will be offered, and nearly twenty other outstanding
examples by American and European artists of the
20th century.
The Marden prints are particular standouts. Suzhou
I-IV are named for an area in China best celebrated
for its breathtaking rock gardens. The refined
aesthetics and meticulously crafted vistas that have
been an elevated Chinese art form for centuries often
are centered around ‘scholars’ rocks’ sometimes
painstakingly transported to these gardens at great
BRICE MARDEN
(american b. 1938)
‘SUZHOU I-IV’
The complete set of four etchings with aquatint,
drypoint and scraping
Each pencil signed, each numbered 39/45
Executed in 1998
Each S. 25 7/8 x 18 3/4 in. (65.72 x 47.63cm)

provenance:
Property from the Estate of Janet Brown, Oyster Bay,
New York
$60,000-80,000 (£37,500-50,000)
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effort and expense. During his 1995 visit to Suzhou, Marden said he
‘got it’ all at once, when the famous Cloud-Capped Peak, a magnificent
6.5 meter limestone rock came into view; it was instantly apparent to
him how a rock could be the subject of veneration. He purchased his
own scholar’s rock in 1995, and still keeps several fine examples in his
studio.
Marden’s sweeping, continuous lines evoke the carved crevices and
smoothed surfaces of stones shaped by the elements over centuries,
along with nuances and a reference to Chinese calligraphic script. For
such a fashion connoisseur, it is not difficult to imagine that Janet
Brown appreciated the aesthetic of the minimal, elegant line at work
in these captivating prints.
Janet also expressed, not surprisingly, a keen interest in collecting
figurative artists, as they celebrated the classic female form. One
such example is a beautiful nude drawing, Nu debout by French
painter Balthus – a contemporary of Pablo Picasso and close friend of
Alberto Giacometti – which may have hung for a time in Brown’s
small, extraordinary shop, but in more recent years hung in her
bedroom in Oyster Bay. New York. This work, along with the Brice
Marden prints and a lovely abstraction by Donald Judd that seems to
reference the essence of human form, will be offered in Freeman’s
spring sale of Modern & Contemporary Art.
These exceptional works – spare, elegant or provocative – are a
reflection of Janet Brown’s aesthetic. They are treasures from her
glamorous life and come to Freeman’s with a connection to one of
Philadelphia’s most savvy and fashionable daughters, and just around
the corner from where Nan Duskin gave her the impetus to enhance
and delight so many with beauty and style.

DONALD JUDD
(american, 1928-1994)
‘UNTITLED’
Color woodcut with blue watercolor hand-additions
Signed in pencil
From the edition of 25
Executed between 1960-1978
Image: 20 7/8 x 16 in. (53 x 40.5cm)

provenance:
Property from the Estate of Janet Brown, Oyster Bay, New York
$20,000-30,000 (£12,500-18,750)

BALTHUS
(french, 1908-2001)
‘NU DEBOUT’
Graphite on paper
Signed bottom left
Executed circa 1957-8
21 3/4 x 17 1/2 in. (55.2 x 44.1 cm)

exhibition:
‘Balthus/MATRIX’ University Art Museum, Berkeley, California: November 1, 1980December 31, 1980.
provenance:
Odyssia Gallery, New York, New York
Christie’s, New York, Impressionist and Modern Drawings and Watercolors,
16 May 1990, lot 204.
Property from the Estate of Janet Brown, Oyster Bay, New York
$20,000-30,000 (£12,500-18,750)
SPECIALISTS
Anne Henry
tel: +1 267.414.1220
ahenry@freemansauction.com

Aimee Pflieger
tel: +1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com

Nick Curnow
Charlotte Riordan
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com
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It’s not only gold that glitters!
Fine Jewellery & Silver May 30, 2012 Edinburgh

Two pieces from a group of micro
mosaic set pieces included in the sale,
estimates range from £600 ($960) to
£3,500 ($5,600).

J

EWELLERY is often associated with gold, diamonds and precious stones; however one form of
decoration has been handed down through many hundreds of years uses just glass. Delicate pieces
of finely crafted glass, called tesserae, are used to create detailed images on bracelets, rings and
pendants.

‘Grand Tour’ fever in the 19th century inspired many craftsman to create jewellery and small decorative
boxes with micro mosaic panels as the main feature. Classical subjects, including Greek and Roman
architecture and mythical figures, proved the perfect memento of the well-known and ‘newly
discovered’ buildings that were the main theme of the tours.
The bracelet and brooch illustrated are from the collection at Blair, Dalry (see page 20 for further details
of this sale). A remarkable survival from a member of the family’s 19th century travels found recently
wrapped in newspaper at the back of the strong room. The design of the bracelet reflects heavy
Egyptian influences – the head of a woman in typical headdress flanked on either side by a falcon
hieroglyph. The brooch displays the early Christian symbol for Chi Rho; or the first two letters of Christ.
Both those pieces display well set tesserae set in quality mounts, providing a wonderful opportunity to
own examples of a remarkable technique that originally developed from the craftsmen who laid tiled
floors!
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A rare survivor
Scottish Silver & Accessories August, 2012 Edinburgh

A

S WITH ALL early Scottish silver the survival of disc-end spoons is rare. Not only is this
piece, by Peter Neilson of Edinburgh, one of the earliest Scottish spoons to be sold at
auction (beating the recent previous example the ‘Barncleuch’ Puritan spoon of 1653-55, sold
in Lyon & Turnbull’s 2010 sale), it is also a previously unrecorded example – coming directly
from the family by whom it was commissioned in the mid-17th century.
The disc-end spoon is a pattern that seems to have been more popular within the workshops
of Scottish silversmiths than those south of the border. Instantly recognisable by its large
round ‘disc’ terminal the interest in this rare pattern will appeal to Scottish silver collectors
and early British spoon collectors alike. This particular example benefits from having a
virtually complete provenance by descent from its commission in 1648 by the daughter of
the Archbishop of Glasgow, James Boyd 1571-1582, appointed
by King James VI (II of England).
During this period a very large proportion of these pieces would
have been melted down and used as bullion, with others being
reworked into more fashionable items. When considered within
the historical context of the mid-17th century, a period when
Scotland suffered massive political and religious upheaval, it is
not surprising to find that many of the known surviving
examples are from archaeological excavations; no doubt buried
to protect the owner’s wealth and never collected.
Consequently, a large proportion of the surviving examples of
the disc end spoon are now housed in institutional collections
as archaeological finds and Treasure Trove presentations. For
such a rare piece to appear at auction is a real treat and will be
sure to tempt collectors from a wide range of fields.

A RARE CHARLES I DISC-END SPOON
by Peter Neilson, Edinburgh 1648-1650 or 1655-1657, Deacon George
Cleghorn, marked from bowl PN (conjoined), castle, GC, zig zag assay
scrape, compressed finial above disc terminal engraved ‘BB’ with slightly
later date ‘1575’ below, the compressed lower cartouche with semi
spiralled decoration, above large foliate decoration to stem, the join of
stem and bowl with long V shaped foliate detail with horizontal and
vertical decoration below
18.3cm long, 47g

£15,000-25,000 ($24,000-44,000)

SPECIALISTS
Trevor Kyle (Jewellery)
Colin Fraser (Silver)
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

David Walker (Silver)
tel: +1 267.414.1216
dwalker@freemansauction.com

Kate Waterhouse (Jewelry)
tel: +1 267.414.1230
kwaterhouse@freemansauction.com
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Beyond the Owl and the Pussy Cat
Fine Paintings May 31, 2012 Edinburgh

A

RT HISTORY and the art market can on occasion appear to
evolve in a somewhat contrary fashion. It is by no means
unusual, for example, for an artist to receive full recognition of
their talents posthumously. By the same measure, when an
artist’s talents extend polymathically beyond a single medium,
posterity often values one skill above the others. Time and other
catalysts may eventually result in the spotlight being pointed
elsewhere. Such has been the case with the artist, author and
poet Edward Lear. Though previously best known for delighting
generations of children with his Book of Nonsense, subsequent
re-evaluations of his career have now drawn our focus beyond
the cleverly-crafted whimsy of the Owl and the Pussycat and the
Quangle Wangle’s Hat.
Perceiving himself primarily as an artist, the majority of Lear’s
creative energy was in fact channelled into the study of
landscape. Through this medium, Lear was able to indulge his
peripatetic tendencies; journeying round Europe, the Middle East
and India. Few of his artistic contemporaries travelled as far or as
widely and, subsequently, Lear is now recognised as a leader in
Victorian ‘picturesque topography’. On these wanderings he
produced hundreds of sketches and recorded all he saw with
astounding diligence; from sublime panoramas atop distant
mountains to the beaches of the Mediterranean.
These sketches were never intended for sale or public
consumption but to serve as preliminary studies for larger,
‘complete’ oils. Now, however, they are regarded as being among
his best work; displaying a combination of his artistic strengths.
Avoiding the tendency that he had to overwork his oils to the
point of lifelessness, they instead utilise his command of
concise fluid lines. Through this approach Lear was able to imbue
his landscapes with the same spontaneity and poetically light
touch that he brought to his prose. Equally, by working up details

in pen and wash at a later stage, he amply demonstrated his
meticulous – and largely self-taught – skill as a draughtsman.
This May Lyon & Turnbull are pleased to present several
sketches charting Lear’s travels to Nice in 1864 and his second
visit to Malta in 1866. The works feature many of his
characteristically idiosyncratic inscriptions. In a whimsical, often
phonetic style, Lear fastidiously records when, where and even
what time each sketch was begun, added to and completed. He
would also scribble detailed notes on colour and form as an
artistic aid when returning to work up the sketches. The result is
an evocative sense of time and place as we look at scenes that
no longer exist as Lear saw them, in an age since passed.
One of the sketches offered for sale depicts the beach at Finale,
Italy, which was produced on a particularly interesting journey
undertaken in December 1864. On a whim, Lear walked from
Nice into Italian territory and back again over the course of
several weeks; a journey which proved hugely inspirational and is
noted by experts as having resulted in some of his finest
sketches. Indeed, one of the drawings made at Finale was later
used in a series of drawings compiled by the artist to illustrate
Tennyson’s poetry.
“It seems to me that in converting memories into tangible facts –
recollections and past time as it were into pictures – lies the
chief use and charm of a painter’s life,” Lear stated in a letter to
his patron Lady Waldegrave in 1907. Though never recognising
the value of these sketches in his lifetime, the contrary nature of
art history has at least ensured their significance was not to go
unacknowledged forever. They now delight collectors as much as
his poetry surely did when they were children.
The Lear sketches will be among the lots offered in Lyon &
Turnbull’s Fine Paintings sale on May 31 2012.

EDWARD LEAR
(british 1812-1888)
ST. JULIAN'S BAY, MALTA
Signed, inscribed and dated '13 March,
8 A.M 1866', numbered (138), pen, ink
and watercolour
21.5cm x 45.5cm (8.5in x 18in)

£2,000-3,000 ($3,200-4,800)
SIR HENRY RAEBURN R.A.
(SCOTTISH 1756-1823)
THREE-QUARTER LENGTH PORTRAIT
OF ELIZABETH DOUGLAS
Oil on canvas
125cm x 100cm (49in x 39.5in)

£15,000-20,000 (£24,00-32,000)
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EDWARD LEAR
(british 1812-1888)
THE CITADEL, CORFU
Inscribed and dated 'Begun May 11, 1857,
Finished Feby. 17, 1864. Penned out Sept.', pen,
ink and watercolour
33cm x 49.5cm (13in x 19.5in)

£2,000-3,000 ($3,200-4,800)

EDWARD LEAR
(british 1812-1888)
FINALE
Inscribed and dated '4 P.M , 17.Dec. 1864, (61)',
pen, ink and watercolour
32.5cm x 53cm (12.75in x 20.75in)

£2,000-3,000 ($3,200-4,800)

SPECIALISTS
Nick Curnow
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

Charlotte Riordan
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Alasdair Nichol
tel: +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com

David Weiss
tel: +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com
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EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD
(american 1869-1965)
SUMMER ALONG THE DELAWARE
Signed 'E.W. Redfield' lower right, oil on canvas

ROCKWELL KENT
(american 1882-1971)
‘TERRA DEL FUEGO’
Signed 'Rockwell Kent' bottom right, oil on panel

50 x 56 in. (127 x 142.4cm)
15 1/2 x 20 in. (39.4 x 50.8cm)

$300,000-500,000 (£187,500-312,500)
$20,000-30,000 (£12,500-18,750)

SPECIALISTS
Alasdair Nichol
tel: +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com
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David Weiss
tel: +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

Nick Curnow
Charlotte Riordan
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Artists of the great outdoors
Fine American & European Paintings & Sculpture June 03, 2012 Philadelphia

A

LONG WITH OTHER notable 19th and early 20th century
artworks, landscapes by three American artists: Rockwell
Kent, Edward Redfield and Olaf Wieghorst will be offered in
Freeman’s June 3 auction of Fine American & European
Paintings & Sculpture. Each a luminary in his own right, they
painted in three distinctly different styles and geographic areas,
the canvases of each almost immediately recognizable by their
respective characteristic facture. These differences
notwithstanding, each of these important early 20th century
American artists shared in common a gruff good nature,
‘outdoorsy’ in the modern lexicon. Each also shared a passion for
painting outdoors ‘in the open air’, typically braving the natural
elements, rather than painting from memory, imagination or
printed images, in their quest for fidelity to subject matter.
Danish by birth, Olaf Wieghorst performed as an equine acrobat
by age nine, earning him the humorous moniker ‘Little Olaf – The
Miniature Acrobat,’ before emigrating to the US in 1918 by
earning his keep as a cabin boy on a trans-Atlantic steam ship.
Inspired by a love of horses, ‘Cowboys and Indians’, and the
wilds of the American Southwest, he went on to serve in the 5th
US Cavalry along the Mexican border – contemporaneously with
the legendary Pancho Villa. Wieghorst would go on to become a
member of the NYPD’s Mounted Division while developing into
one of the best known and revered Western painters of his
generation. Freeman’s is pleased to offer a number of his works,
in various media, in this auction.
Although born into a genteel Manhattan family, Rockwell Kent
was a supporter of the Communist system and at times, a nearly
impoverished artist. He possessed an adventurous spirit and an
almost indomitable interest in travel. While a prolific
lithographer and draftsman, Kent is arguably best known for
painting diverse landscapes as far ranging as Tierra del Fuego, to
Monhegan Island, to the wilds of Alaska, his vistas
often pitting the grandeur of nature vis-à-vis man,
with the latter typically featured on a small,
subordinate scale. Like Wieghorst, Kent worked in a
variety of disparate vocations, apart from his life’s
work as a highly successful artist, including lobster
fisherman, longshoreman, dairy farmer and
carpenter. In exploring the complex relationship
between nature and humanity – recalling the many
European artists of the 18th and 19th centuries
whose romantic Sturm und Drang compositions also
reflected this relationship – it is not surprising that
Kent is also known to have illustrated numerous
travelogues.

in a modified impressionist style, Redfield’s canvases are
characterized by their painterly quality and rich, bold passages
and applications of impasto. The bravado displayed in his
technique easily distinguishes Redfield from many other
Impressionists, both American and European, who similarly
painted plein air landscapes, but employed a lighter, more
delicate touch. Eschewing these subtleties, Redfield also worked
in a rather hands-on, labor intensive manner, completing single
canvases in one day, sometimes knee-deep in snow to do so. A
purist to the end of his career, Redfield is known to have burned
hundreds of paintings he considered to be of lesser quality.
Freeman’s has enjoyed great success in selling Redfield’s work in
recent years, his vivid, iconic depictions of early 20th century
Southeastern Pennsylvania firmly rooted in the Pennsylvania
Impressionist genre, alongside fellow painters Daniel Garber,
Walter Schofield, William Lathrop, George Sotter and John
Folinsbee, among others.
Paintings by Wieghorst, Kent and Redfield are highly sought after
in the current 19th-early 20th century American painting market.
While these artists are known for their prodigious bodies of
work, select fresh-to-market examples such as those featured in
Freeman’s June auction, are relatively rare – a testament to both
the quality and importance of works by each of these painters.

OLAF CARL WIEGHORST
(american 1899-1988)
‘DESERT HOME’
Signed 'O-Wieghorst' and with artist's device bottom left,
also inscribed 'DESERT HOME 28 X 38 by O. Weighorst'
on stretcher, oil on canvas
28 x 38 in. (71.1 x 96.5cm)

$20,000-30,000 (£12,500-18,750)

Edward Redfield is known as one of the premier
‘Pennsylvania Impressionists,’ working largely in
Bucks County and New Hope. While loosely working
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The Ann B.
Ritt Collection
O

N JUNE 4, 2012, in a third and final session perfectly timed
for summer, Freeman’s Fine Jewelry and Watch
Department will offer dazzling jewelry from the collection of
Ann B. Ritt in an array of sunny colors and eye-catching designs.
At auction will be stunning and impressive gemstones, with
large mountings, in a style reminiscent of the opulent jewelry
worn in 1960’s Palm Beach. ‘Gemmy’ pieces such as drop topaz
pendant earrings (pre-sale estimate $1,000-3,000/£625-1,875),
and an impressive orange topaz and diamond dinner ring
(pre-sale estimate $6,000-8,000/£3,750-5,000), bear a ‘larger
than life look’ and are certain to receive a lot of attention and will
‘stop anyone in their tracks.’
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articulated diamond setting that finishes in a turquoise pear
shape drop (pre-sale estimates $3,000-5,000/£1,875-3,125),
are another exquisite stand out of this section.
This particular auction follows the collection’s hugely successful
first session on December 5, 2011. After spirited and aggressive
bidding on diamond-set pieces, an impressive yellow and white
diamond bracelet, with a pre-sale estimate of $20,000-30,000
(£12,500-18,750), sold for $58,000 (£36,250) to a bidder from
the floor (see review section on page 12), becoming one of many
pieces from this notable collection that generated tremendous
interest.

An ideal choice for possible summer parties would be an earring
and necklace suite of gorgeous, bright, blue turquoise in drop
pearl and diamond (illustrated above). The earrings, with an

Proceeds from the sale of this collection will benefit The Ann B.
Ritt Charitable Foundation which is dedicated to the support of
the fine and performing arts, education, Judaic traditions, and
integral as well as alternative medical research.

SPECIALISTS
Kate Waterhouse
tel: +1 267.414.1230
kwaterhouse@freemansauction.com

Trevor Kyle
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Madeline Corcoran McCauley
tel: +1 267.414.1227
mmccauley@freemansauction.com

Colin Fraser
tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

The Golconda Mystique
Fine Jewelry & Watches June 04, 2012 Philadelphia

G

OLCONDA DIAMONDS have been described as ‘ice-like,’
‘limpid,’ ‘mystical,’ and ‘mesmerizing.’ Their brilliance has
led gemologists, collectors, and jewelry connoisseurs all over the
world to prize them for possessing the Type IIa classification
known only to the most chemically pure diamonds. Virtually
free of any traces of nitrogen, this top 2% of diamonds do not
display any of the yellow hues that are typically found in those of
Type IIb.
It is believed that diamonds were first discovered in India during
the fourth century B.C. The earliest known sources were the
mines in the ancient city of Golconda, in the south central state
of Hyderabad. The term ‘Golconda’ is used today as an indicator
for diamonds of a very high quality, and defines those with the
finest white color and transparency. Immediately recognized for
their beauty, diamonds have since been of importance
historically in Buddhism, Hinduism, and Tibetan Lamaism. The
Buddhist term ‘dorjes’ refers to a four-sided diamond that
represents the sacred Mount Meru, believed to be at the ‘center
of the universe.’
During his travels in India in 1663, Jean-Baptiste Tavernier – a
French gemstone merchant and a pioneer of trade with India –
was able to view some of that country’s most valued diamonds
such as the ‘Great Mogul’ used for worship in idols and temples.
He brought diamonds back to the royal courts of France where
they were instantly praised by King Louis XIV for their luster and

richness in brilliance. Included among those treasures was the
115 carat ‘French Blue,’ fabled to have been the original diamond
from which the ‘Hope Diamond,’ at 45.52 carats, was cut.
On June 11, 2012, Freeman’s will offer a 10.8 carat Asscher cut
(an attractive ‘stepped’ square featuring cropped corners)
diamond, certified by the Gemological Institute of America as
colorless, Type IIa diamond (typically attributed to the Golconda
region) displaying no fluorescence and slightly included . “We
are so pleased to be able to offer this piece from a private
collection. Diamonds of this classification are very special , but
more than that, the color is truly heart stopping,” says Kate
Waterhouse, Head of Freeman’s Fine Jewelry Department. “In
my opinion, this diamond is an absolutely perfect size.”
This exquisite ring will be on exhibition abroad during the
following dates prior to returning to Philadelphia for auction.
HONG KONG: April 8-9
LONDON: week beginning May 14*
EDINBURGH: week beginning May 21*
PHILADELPHIA: June 7-10
Please contact Freeman’s Fine Jewelry Department for any
questions regarding this exceptional and stunning piece.
Estimate upon request.
*Dates and times to be confirmed.
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Noteworthy: Auction & Department News
An Englishman in Philadelphia ... an American in Edinburgh
Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull are preparing to reprise last
year's success in their combined 'International Sales' of Fine
Antiques & Decorative Arts and Old Master Paintings, Drawings
& Prints. The sales are scheduled for autumn 2012 and will
again feature works of exceptional quality and interest. It is no
surprise to learn that the Fine Antiques & Decorative Arts teams
will be led by an Englishman and an American, yet their locations
might be! Freeman’s head of English & Continential, David
Walker, is an Englishman in Philadelphia and Lyon & Turnbull's
Fine Antiques specialist, Douglas Girton is a Philadelphian in
Edinburgh.
No matter which side of the pond you live, we invite you to
consign to these annual sales by contacting the relevant
department heads below.

Douglas Girton (Lyon & Turnbull) and David Walker (Freeman’s),
specialists for the International Furniture & Decorative Arts sales.

SPECIALISTS
International Fine Antiques & Decorative Arts
Douglas Girton
tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

International Old Master Paintings, Drawings & Prints
Nick Curnow
tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

David Walker
tel. +1 267.414.1216
dwalker@freemansauction.com

David Weiss
tel. +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

CIRCLE OF HENDRICK FRANS VAN LINT
‘COLOSSEUM, ROME’
Sold October 07, 2011 for $133,000 (£83,125)
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Noteworthy: Auction & Department News
Posters for every interest
Freeman’s is pleased to offer a variety of posters that have passed
through the decades in our May 31 auction – each one a specific and
direct statement about an event, a place, object, or a point of view
that will engage and delight any owner.
The invention of the lithographic printing technique in 1796 by Alois
Senefelder, a German actor and playwright, made it possible to mass
produce informative placards cheaply. However, not until circa 1870
with the advancement of the vibrant colors of chromolithography,
perfected by Jules Chéret, did posters become an art form unto
themselves and attract serious artists.
These technological advances throughout the nineteenth century saw
the evolution of advertising go from black and white to culminating
with the vibrant, color lithographic posters of Henri Toulouse-Lautrec
and other leading artists of La Belle Époque. They combined the
commercial utility of this medium with the often revolutionary
advances of Post-Impressionist art movements. By the end of that
century, the poster was recognized as a worthy aesthetic
representation of its age, to be preserved and collected.
SPECIALIST
David Bloom
tel. +1 267.414.1246
dbloom@freemansauction.com

‘WATERLOO STATION. A CENTENARY OF UNINTERRUPTED
SERVICE DURING PEACE AND WAR. SOUTHERN RAILWAY.’ 1947.
Color lithographic poster.
Helen McKie
$1,500-2,500 (£940-1,560)
To be offered May 31, Philadelphia

The Marvin Lundy Collection
One of Philadelphia's finest philanthropists, Marvin Lundy supported many area non-profit institutions
including, the AIDS Law Project of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Museum of Art. During his
lifetime, Mr. Lundy also collected fine art and antiques. Freeman's are delighted to be offering his
collection in a series of sales this coming spring.
SPECIALIST
Samuel T. Freeman III
tel. +1 267.414.1222
sfreeman@freemansauction.com

Annual auction of Wemyss Ware
This August, as part of Lyon & Turnbull’s annual auction of Wemyss Ware, we will be
offering a small collection of Wemyss from the Nekola family. In the 1880s Robert Heron,
the owner of the Fife Pottery, based near Kirkcaldy, returned from the ‘Grand Tour’ bringing
back a group of craftsmen from Bohemia to develop a new concept in decoration for the
firm. After only a short while only one of them, Karel Nekola, remained to develop the new
range with Heron.
Wemyss Ware as painted by Nekola, was an immediate success, very largely thanks to the patronage
of Miss Dora Wemyss of nearby Wemyss Castle, and because of its bright and attractive decoration of plants
and animals. Its reputation soon extended to London where it was sold exclusively at Thomas Goode & Co. in Mayfair. Nekola died in
1915 but the firm continued in Fife until 1930 before Nekola’s son Joe moved the operation to Bovey Tracey in Devon.
SPECIALIST
John Mackie
tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com
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A Closer Look at van Gogh
Freeman's David Weiss, Senior Vice President of American and European Art,
recently spoke with The Philadelphia Museum of Art's Joseph J. Rishel, Gisela and
Dennis Alter Senior Curator of European Painting before 1900, about van Gogh
and the exhibition.
Joseph Rishel, The Gisela and

V

INCENT VAN GOGH was an artist of exceptional intensity,
not only in his use of color and exuberant application of
paint, but also in his personal life. Drawn powerfully to nature,
his works – particularly those created in the years just before he
took his own life – engage the viewer with the strength of his
emotions. The exhibition Van Gogh Up Close focuses on these
tumultuous years, a period of feverish artistic experimentation
that began when van Gogh left Antwerp for Paris in 1886 and
continued until his death in Auvers in 1890. Featuring 45
paintings van Gogh made in Paris, Arles, Saint-Rémy, and
Auvers, the exhibition concentrates on ‘close-ups’ of flowers,
trees, open fields, forest interiors and countryside vistas.

this exhibition offers the viewer a Dennis Alter Senior Curator of
European Painting before 1900,
sort of personal and thus, Up
and Senior Curator of the John
Close sense of van Gogh’s genius. G. Johnson Collection and the
Apart from what the public
Rodin Museum
knows, or purports to know about
van Gogh, what is crucial to understand, and this show brings
this to light, is that van Gogh was deeply unconventional, and
quite ahead of his time. He really was a modernist before
modernism came along, displaying an absolute faith in the power
of paint, emphasizing the two-dimensionality of the painting
surface rather than attempting to capture images with optical
fidelity based on the use of perspective. Of course, van Gogh is
never purely abstract: his landscapes, still lifes and portraits are
always, at the most basic level, still representational.

What should visitors be looking for in the current Vincent van
Gogh exhibition Up Close and how does this particular show
differ from the PMA’s 2001 exhibition, Face to Face?

Is there a single work in the Up Close exhibition you were most
excited to receive for this show?

Primarily the latter exhibition, as alluded to by the show’s title,
focused on portraiture. Up Close, on the other hand, takes a
different approach, with a focus on landscapes and still life
paintings. If Face to Face had a slightly whimsical feel to it, Up
Close reveals most radical side of the master’s career, with an
emphasis on the last three years of his life. In this sense, it is
somewhat of a ‘branded’ show with a narrow, more restrictive
focus. With canvases that explore horizons, grass and objects,

No, not really. In fact we are thrilled about all of the fine works in
this exhibition. Some of the smaller works have as much visual
impact as do some of the larger ones. By the way, the paintings
in the exhibition were loaned from a number of different
collections, including some in Europe and Japan. We have been
organizing this show since 2008, which reflects the tremendous
amount of planning, legwork and cooperation forged by
congenial relations that an exhibition of this caliber requires.

VINCENT WILLEM VAN GOGH
dutch, 1853 - 1890.
RAIN, 1889.
Oil on canvas,
28 7/8 x 36 3/8 inches (73.3 x 92.4 cm).
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
The Henry P. McIlhenny Collection in memory of
Frances P. McIlhenny
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VINCENT WILLEM VAN GOGH
dutch, 1853 - 1890.
ALMOND BLOSSOM, 1890
Oil on canvas
28 15/16 x 36 1/4 inches (73.5 x 92 cm)
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam

With art dealers in van Gogh's family, to what degree, if any, do
you believe this association helped him as a painter?
The association between Vincent and his art dealing family
members was of great value to the master. There were three art
dealers in the family who dealt in The Hague, London and Paris.
In having access to the huge stocks of engravings from these
dealers, including his uncle, van Gogh had a visual vocabulary
greater than that of his contemporaries, which included Seurat,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Monet, Renoir, Signac, Degas and Cezanne.
Vincent in fact knew all of these artists and many of their
respective influences are seen in his paintings. These artists were
basically ingrained in his DNA. Finally, Vincent received a
commission from his uncle Theo to paint a series of pictures, so
contrary to popular belief he did in fact sell paintings during his
lifetime.

Because van Gogh suffered with mental illness, do you believe a
critical academic reassessment of his genius is possible in order
to determine whether his revolutionary style was a result of his
skill and unique vision, or his not being well?
It needs to be said that popular discussions of van Gogh’s
various afflictions – both mental and physical – are interesting,
but a subject best left to philistines. All one need do is view the
last painting Almond Blossom in the exhibition: a resplendent
work of great positivity that reveals the genius of the man, not
his shortcomings or struggles. You must remember that van
Gogh painted an incredible 100 works in a period of only three
months, his incapacities aside. As such, Up Close challenges the
viewer to judge the artist by the quality and output of his
painting, rather than seeing him solely as the brilliant but sad
and tortured painter best known to many for cutting off part of
his ear.

For more information about the exhibition or
to buy tickets, please visit
www.philamusuem.org

VINCENT WILLEM VAN GOGH
dutch, 1853 - 1890.
SUNFLOWERS, 1887.
Oil on canvas, 17 x 24 inches (43.2 x 61 cm)
Framed: 26 1/4 x 33 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches
(66.7 x 85.1 x 6.4 cm).
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund
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HE SCOTTISH NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY (SNPG) has recently reopened
following an ambitious £17.6m restoration project and with an entirely new
presentation of its world-famous collection. The project – the first major refurbishment in
the Gallery's 120-year history – has restored much of the architect's original vision, opening
up previously inaccessible parts of the building and increasing the public space by more
than 60 percent. It has also added a range of new facilities that will utterly transform
visitors' experience of the Gallery. Entry to the new Portrait Gallery will be completely free.

T

THE COLLECTION
The SNPG opened in 1889 as the world's first purpose-built portrait gallery and is now an
iconic landmark in the heart of Scotland's capital. Over the past century, its collection of
portraits has grown to become one of the largest and finest in the world, comprising 3,000
paintings and sculptures, 25,000 prints and drawings. This distinctive red sandstone
building also houses the national collection of photography with some 38,000 historic and
modern photographs.

THE NEW DISPLAYS
The new displays will follow a chronological pattern but will also focus on various themes
and subjects in greater depth, exploring the richness of Scottish history and culture in a
more cohesive and interconnected way, and telling the story of its people and places
through the lens of the visual arts. Individual portraits – from Mary, Queen of Scots to Dr
Who actor Karen Gillan will be set in a broader context of thematic displays ranging from
the Reformation to the present day.
Supported by loans from other collections, and by a fresh approach to information and
interpretation, including trails, themes and an interactive touchscreen gallery, this new
presentation of the permanent collection will help bring to life the portraits and the stories
behind them, as well as exploring many facets of Scottish life and the nation's wider
influence throughout the world. The displays are designed to change and evolve so that
over time, the public will have access to different aspects of this extraordinarily rich and
diverse collection.

FUNDING

PORTRAIT OF
THE NATION

For the first time since the Gallery was established, access to the exhibition spaces on all
three levels has been opened up, while the restoration of the magnificent suite of top-lit
galleries on the upper floor has created one of the most impressive display spaces in
Scotland. As a result, a much greater proportion of the collection will be on show, bringing
to light a wealth of art while incorporating essential modern services, such as the great
glass lift that will take visitors up through the heart of the building. The remodelling of the
ground floor has improved circulation for visitors, as well as providing an open and airy
view along the entire length of the building. Office space has been cleverly accommodated
in a new mezzanine level and, for the first time there is an education suite, with a seminar
room and studio space. In addition, the Gallery's ever-popular café and shop have doubled
in size.

The £17.6 million refurbishment has been funded by generous contributions from the
Scottish Government, the Heritage Lottery Fund, the Monument Trust and a number of
charitable bodies. This has been supported by an innovative and engaging public campaign
which has given donors the chance to sponsor historical figures in the stunning frieze
created by William Hole in the Gallery's Great Hall; individual stars in Hole's mural
mapping of the night sky, which adorns the Hall's ceiling; or to include a photograph in Put
Yourself in the Picture, an electronic donor screen and online gallery.
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Leslie Anne Miller, Esq., passionate collector
of American antiques, will give a lecture on
Sunday, April 29 3pm-4pm

Thomas Jayne, one of America's best decorators and
scholars of American design, will give a lecture on
Monday, April 30 1pm-2pm

Bringing antiques into
the 21st century
F

AMED FOR ITS WIDE ARRAY of decorative pieces and
furnishings, the 2012 Philadelphia Antiques Show is moving
to a new home in Center City Philadelphia - The Pennsylvania
Convention Center. The change in venue invites fantastic updates
to the Show, including a larger floor plan, exquisite designer
rooms, a fresh line-up of lecturers, and a new loan exhibition to
bring antiques into the 21st century.
The 51st Annual Philadelphia Antiques Show will be held April
28, 2012 to May 1, 2012, with a Preview Party on April 27, 2012.
One of the longest running shows in the country, the Show
debuted on April 24, 1962 as the University Hospital Antiques
Show at the 33rd Street Armory in West Philadelphia and was
most recently hosted at The Navy Yard, Philadelphia Cruise
Terminal at Pier One.
“Since the Show's founding, the Philadelphia Antiques Show has
grown to be the number one antiques show for Americana,” says
2012 Show Chairwoman Gretchen Riley. “Local, regional, national
and international Show visitors will not only have the opportunity
to see and touch the Show's fantastic assortment of antiques, but
they will also discover the history behind these interesting items
that are available for purchase in our largest floor plan ever.”
As the 2012 Show adopts a new look and home, it will continue a
tradition dating back to the Show's founding by offering a
museum-quality loan exhibition chosen every year to offer
visitors a glimpse into a particular genre of antiques. The 2012
loan exhibition will highlight the nation's first chartered hospital,
Pennsylvania Hospital. The loan exhibit will showcase the
hospital’s antiques collection in an engaging design to reflect the
its unique place in Philadelphia history.
While Show guests visit the loan exhibition and purchase
antiques, they can also find inspiration with the new featured
designer rooms, as well as lectures to teach guests how to
incorporate antiques into the modern American home. Free to all
Show attendees, a superb line-up of lectures will be available
daily to inspire current and new collectors to add antiques into
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their décor. Lecturers include: Stacey C. Peeples, Curator-Lead
Archivist for the Pennsylvania Hospital Historical Collection; Tim
Hill, Co-Director of the acclaimed Hill Gallery; Morrison H.
Heckscher, the Lawrence A. Fleischman Chairman of the
American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Arthur
Liverant, a third generation antiques dealer and veteran of booth
talks and museum presentations; Leslie Anne Miller, Esq.,
passionate collector of American antiques; Thomas Jayne, famed
decorator and scholar of American design; Set C. Momjian, a
premier collector of White House presidential china; and
Christopher Rebollo, renowned antiques dealer and broker. The
lectures inform and educate Show visitors about a wide variety of
topics from some of America's top art and antiques scholars, as
well as expert collectors.
In addition to scheduled lectures, the Show also offers several
events including a New Collectors Night on Saturday, April 28,
2012. Sponsored by Freeman's Auctioneers & Appraisers, the
third annual event will be held for individuals with a unique style,
who accessorize and furnish their homes with unusual finds,
original creations and distinctive pieces from their travels. New
Collectors are invited to explore dealers' booths from 6 p.m. to
8 p.m., while enjoying cocktails and hors d'oeuvres. After 8 p.m.,
the evening will continue right next door with excitement and
dancing at an after party.
Proceeds from the Philadelphia Antiques Show will continue to
raise funds for its beneficiary, the University of Pennsylvania
Health System. Over the past five decades, the Show has raised
over $18 million for the advancement of patient care. Proceeds
from the 2012 Show will help establish The Penn Lung Transplant
Ex Vivo Lung Perfusion Program.
For more information about the 2012 Philadelphia Antiques Show
or to purchase tickets online, please visit www.PhilaAntiques.com
‘Like’ us on Facebook at The Philadelphia Antiques Show or
‘Follow’ us on Twitter @philaantiques

Daniel Burke Photography

Daniel Burke Photography

Earle D. Vandekar of Knightsbridge Inc. at the 2011 Philadelphia Antiques Show

Jenny Galaburda & Bindy Johnson

Amy & David Barrickman

Kinzle Antiques New Oxford, PA at the 2011 Philadelphia Antiques Show

Daniel Burke Photography

Lesley & Frank Coulson

Alfred Bullard Inc. at the 2011 Philadelphia Antiques Show
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ART APPRAISERS AND ADVISORS

Pall Mall Partnership is an international
appraisal and art advisory firm. You are
guaranteed access to an exceptional team
of talented and experienced appraisers
and specialists who provide outstanding
service whether you are looking for an
appraisal or advice on the acquisition or
disposal of art and antiques. Our clients
include private collectors, museums
and not-for-profit organizations as well
as major insurance brokers, law firms,
accountants, and wealth managers.

United States
+1 610 254 8400
aheriot@pallmallartadvisors.com
www.pallmallartadvisors.com

“WE

WANT OUR CLIENTS TO KNOW THAT THEY HAVE THE STRENGTH OF A
MULTI-FACETED AND INSIGHTFUL TEAM ON THEIR SIDE.”
Rich Merriman
Chairman, President & CEO

SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS THROUGH TEAMWORK .
We know that there is no substitute for the security that comes from having your assets managed by a
professional team that understands your goals, your interests, and your personal needs, and is committed
to responsive, individualized service. Everything we do has one purpose: to bring about successful
solutions for our clients and to preserve the lasting legacies they want for their families.

CALL BILL HAINES OR
MIKE THOMPSON AT
610.975.4300

OR

800.975.4316

R A D N O R , PA
W W W. P E N N T R U S T. C O M

The rise of the
Chinese Global Market
Freeman's was proud to be a Platinum Sponsor at the 46th
Annual Heckerling Institute Trade Show and Conference. This
was the sixth time Freeman's Trusts & Estates department
exhibited at Heckerling and continued to develop strong personal
relationships with the over 1,500 estate planners, lawyers and
wealth managers from around the country. Director of Business
Development, Thomas B. McCabe IV, commented “Freeman's is
committed to supporting the Heckerling Conference as it is the
one time of year where we as estate professionals can make
great connections and lasting impressions with such a broad
audience.”
During the conference, Freeman's hosted a private luncheon for
over 90 attendees. Our special guest, Noah Horowitz, Managing
Director of The Armory Show, provided informative insight with
a macro view of the global art market and developing trends over
the last several years. The primary focus was on the developing
art market in China and how in just a few years the global market
share has risen from 5% to well over 25%, surpassing Europe in
total sales. Freeman's continues its own efforts to adapt to these
changes in the marketplace and have realized strong sales in
Asian Arts increasing seven fold over the last four years. Samuel
T. Freeman, Head of Trusts & Estates, states “It has always been
Freeman's ability to adapt that has allowed our company to
thrive for over 200 years.”
Noah Horowitz's comments and assessment of current market
conditions resonated well with the audience. Tom Forrest, Senior
Vice President of Charles Schwab Bank has been attending the
trade show and conference for over 20 years and observed “Of

Noah Horowitz, Freeman’s guest speaker.

all of the lunch presentations that I have attended over the years,
Freeman’s was – by far – the best I have ever been to.”
We invite you to contact us to discuss you or your client's estate
and collection needs with respect to achieving the best results at
auction.
Samuel T. Freeman III
Tel. +1 267.414.1222
sfreeman@freemansauction.com
Thomas B. McCabe IV
Tel. +1 267.414.1235
tmccabe@freemansauction.com
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Saving Art
for the Nation

Robert Ferguson, of the Strathclyde Art Fund Committee, talks about
the support the Art Fund has given Scottish museums and galleries in
the last few years.
The Art Fund (formerly The National Art Collections Fund) was
formed in 1903 at a time when many great Works of Art were
leaving Britain for foreign collections. The fund was set up to
help museums and galleries all across the United Kingdom to
buy, show and share great art so that it can be experienced and
enjoyed by everyone. The need for the charity is as great today
as it was when it was first formed as most museums have
restricted buying funds or none at all.
For the past hundred years and more the Art Fund has mobilised
the passions and resources of art lovers across the country
allowing the Fund to grow through their contributions, both
large and small. Currently there are 85,000
members and 600 volunteers formed into
local groups generating events and tours
to raise further money to boost
membership fees. In addition, legacies and
donations have swelled the coffers so that in the
past five years the fund has been able to give £24 million
in grants to help to buy £191 million worth of art for UK
collections. The purchases have been both large and
small, from great works of art to smaller pieces for local
museums.

No museum or gallery knows when something of real
importance for them is going to come up and, therefore,
regular checks have to be carried out on saleroom
catalogues like those of Lyon & Turnbull and Freeman’s. In
recent years, a number of items have been purchased at
Lyon & Turnbull for local museums and galleries with the
help of the Art Fund.
The Margaret and Frances MacDonald copper candlestick,
c. 1897 (see image left), offered in Lyon & Turnbull’s
November 2010 Decorative Arts sale was a rare and
exciting discovery. A sketch in the collection of the
Hunterian Museum in Glasgow was the only
clue to the candlestick’s existence until it
was discovered in a private home
prior to being offered for sale. With
the help of the Art Fund, sketch
and candlestick have been
reunited in the Hunterian
collection.
Peter Wyllie Davidson was an
influential and talented artist craftsman
working in Glasgow in the early 20th
century when the ‘Glasgow Style’ was receiving
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great international acclaim. In
addition he taught at Glasgow
School of Art as the metalwork
instructor until he retired in 1935.
Of the pieces offered by the
Davidson family in June 2011’s
Scottish Design sale one
stood out from the rest, the
‘Swallows’ longcase clock c.
1902. By repute in the family
the frame was designed by
Charles Rennie Mackintosh but
the swallows motif on the face
was a distinctive Davidson
element. With the assistance of
the Art Fund the clock is now
part of the collection of the
Kelvingrove Museum and Art
Gallery in Glasgow.
It is also possible to donate or
bequeath works of art through
the Art Fund to specific
museums or galleries. In 2011 a
kettle designed by Christopher
Dresser was bequeathed using
this scheme to Glasgow
Museums. The kettle had been
purchased at Lyon & Turnbull in
sale 31 back in 2001 and was a
welcome addition to its small
but significant Dresser
holdings.

You can help to support this
work by joining the Art Fund
as a member through the National Art Pass which gives free
entry to over 200 charging museums, galleries and historic
houses all over the UK and substantial discounts on entry to
major exhibitions in these locations.

www.artfund.org

HELPING MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
BUY ART FOR EVERYONE TO ENJOY

Art & Tax: UK Tax
Breaks for Donors
During 2011 the Government announced that they were considering introducing two new tax reliefs, both of which may be of
interest to collectors and philanthropists. Two reliefs were proposed; one providing a tax credit on lifetime gifts of ‘pre-eminent
objects to the nation’, and the other providing for a reduced inheritance tax rate on taxable estates if a certain proportion of the
estate is left to charity.
Following a period of consultation, draft legislation was released on 6 December 2011 which now gives us a more detailed insight
into how these reliefs will work. The draft legislation will be included in the 2012 Finance Bill and subject to amendments during
the parliamentary process is expected to apply from 6 April 2012 onwards.

GIFTS OF PRE-EMINENT OBJECTS TO THE NATION
The original proposals were that a tax credit would be available
for individuals who make lifetime donations of pre-eminent
works of art or historic objects to the nation. The tax credit
suggested at the time of the consultation was 25% of the value
of the object and the donations of the objects were intended to
be free of capital gains tax and inheritance tax.
Following the Consultation, the Government has responded to a
number of criticisms of the original proposals and has made
some enhancements to the scheme. The tax credit offered to
individuals has been increased to 30% of the value of the object
and it will be possible to offset this against income tax and
capital gains tax liabilities for up to five tax years. Companies
that own suitable objects can also avail themselves of the
scheme, but they will receive a lower tax credit of 20%. The
scheme is not available to trustees. Further enhancements
include exemptions from certain inheritance tax charges and
remittance basis tax charges that could have arisen under the
original proposals.
The combined budget for the new scheme and the existing
inheritance tax Acceptance In Lieu (AIL) scheme is being
increased from £20 million to £30 million. The new scheme is
intended to be available from 6 April 2012.

REDUCTION IN RATE OF INHERITANCE TAX WHEN GIFTS
ARE MADE TO CHARITY
A new relief is being introduced to provide a reduction in the rate
of inheritance tax (IHT) payable from 40% to 36% when 10% or
more of a deceased individual’s net estate is left to a charity. The
relief is intended to apply in respect of deaths from 6 April 2012
onwards. The proposal means that providing at least 10% of the
net estate (i.e. the estate after deduction of exemptions and
reliefs, including the nil rate band) is left to charity, the
remainder of the estate will benefit from the reduced rate. Given

that the gift to charity is exempt from IHT under current IHT
rules the relief can provide a significant tax saving.
For example, for an estate of value £500,000, of which £325,000
would be covered by the nil rate band, a charitable gift of £17,500
(10% of the net estate of £175,000) will mean that the
chargeable balance of the estate will be taxed at 36% rather than
40%, providing an IHT saving of £6,300 and effective IHT relief
on the gift at 76%. The effective tax relief will reduce for
donations exceeding 10% of the estate.
The legacy can be either cash or assets. The 10% requirement
will normally be applied separately to three constituent parts of a
deceased’s estate, i.e. the free estate, assets which are jointly
owned, and assets which are settled property and treated as part
of the deceased’s estate for tax purposes. The nil rate band will
be pro-rated between the three components. The reduced rate
will apply automatically, although it will be possible to elect for it
not to apply. This may be appropriate in certain cases if valuation
costs would be incurred for minimal tax benefit.
The exemption can be achieved by the use of a Deed of Variation,
which allows personal representatives to amend the provisions of
a Will or intestacy under certain conditions, if the amendments
include a sufficient legacy to a charity. However, the charity will
need to be notified of the variation, so that they are aware of the
legacy as they would be of a legacy under a will.
Going forward both these reliefs may be of assistance to
philanthropists when they are considering their gift strategies.
However, a detailed professional review of the legislation in its
final form will be needed before any action is taken.
Patricia Mock
Director / Private Client Services
Direct : +44 (0)207 007 3595
pmock@deloitte.co.uk
Deloitte PCS Limited,
2 New Street Square, London, EC4A 3BZ
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Happening Near You
Women of Influence Awards 2012
march 11, 2012, marr hall, glasgow
The Woman of Influence Award lunch is an exclusive annual event which
attracts a huge amount of support and publicity for its winner and for Action
for Children Scotland. Each year, we recognise a Scottish Woman who has
inspired and influenced others through outstanding work in their own field
and has made a real difference above and beyond their own professions.
350 mainly female guests will join us in celebration of the award winner – Comedian Tom Staid will compere; Dame Elish Angiolini will
be our guest speaker, and artist Katie Melua will perform for us. The lunch generates in excess of £100,000 through table sales,
sponsorship and donations, and is almost always sold out. Lyon & Turnbull’s Campbell Armour will conduct an auction, again much to
the delight of the guests who know and love him.

National Trust for Scotland Valuation Day
march 17, 2012, kirkcudbright
Lyon & Turnbull will be supporting the National Trust for
Scotland with a valuation day at Broughton House &
Garden, once the home and studio of the ‘Glasgow Boy’ E.A.
Hornel. A range of specialists will look at jewellery, paintings and works of art,
with the £5 charge going to The Friends of Broughton House & Garden.
To find out more about the National Trust for Scotland and Broughton House
please visit www.nts.org.uk/Property/Broughton-House-Garden

Oliver Messel:
In the Theatre of Design
march 22, 2012 lecture and book signing
palm beach preservation society, palm beach, fl
One of England’s foremost interior designers of the 20th century, Oliver Messel’s (1904-1978) work
spanned the worlds of stage, film, interior design, and architecture. His career began at the age of 21 in
stage design, working on Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe. By the 1960s he was designing homes for the
British jet-set, including Antony Armstrong-Jones (Earl of Snowdon) and Princess Margaret. It is
our pleasure to welcome his nephew, Thomas Messel, one of England ’s most respected furniture
designers, to explore his uncle’s body of design work, delighting the audience with previously
unpublished images. Join us at the Palm Beach Preservation Society for this wonderful event.
Please visit www.palmbeachpreservation.org for more information.

Appraisers Association of America (AAA)
april 18, 2012, annual award luncheon, new york, ny
On April 18, 2012, The Appraisers Association of America
(AAA) will honor esteemed art historian Linda Nochlin, with
the Appraisers Association of America Award for Excellence
in the Arts. Linda Nochlin, the Lila Acheson Wallace
Professor of Modern Art at the New York University Institute of Fine Arts, pioneered
the study of women and art with her ground-breaking 1971 essay, ‘Why Have There
Been No Great Women Artists?’ Considered the foremost scholar of feminist art
history, she has authored numerous publications, including Women, Art, and Power and
Other Essays (1988) and Representing Women (1999). For more information or to buy
tickets, please visit www.appraisersassoc.org
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Happening Near You
Michener Art Museum
april 21 to august 10, 2012, doylestown, pa

The Michener Art Museum in Doylestown, Pennsylvania, is the only Northeast venue for Europe’s
blockbuster exhibition, Offering of the Angels: Treasures from the Uffizi Gallery from Florence, Italy,
April 21 through August 10. Don’t miss seeing these Renaissance and Baroque paintings and tapestries
from the Uffizi’s permanent collection on their only North American tour. Freeman’s is proud
to sponsor A Night at the Uffizi, the gala exhibition premier on April 20. Learn more at
www.MichenerArtMuseum.org.

The 186th RSA Annual Exhibition
april 28 to june 6, 2012, edinburgh

The studio bench of RSA President, and invited artist,
Bill Scott PRSA.

The RSA Annual Exhibition, one of the longest-running and most prestigious
exhibitions of contemporary art in Scotland presents the country’s leading
contemporary artists and architects and features a wide variety of painting, sculpture,
filmmaking, photography, installation and architecture. The curated element will be
titled The Artist’s Studio and features twenty-two invited artists selected by the
convenors from the RSA membership, the broader Scottish arts community and
beyond. Works by the winners of RSA Morton, Barns Graham and Littlejohn awards
will be on display, plus further curated works from the RSA Collections.

This year’s convenors are Doug Cocker RSA and James Castle RSA, acting as Joint Convenors, and Ric Russell RSA (Elect) as Deputy
Convener, looking after the architecture submissions.

Devon Horse Show
may 24 to june 3, 2012, devon, pa
Celebrating its 116th year, the Devon Horse Show and Country Fair is the oldest and largest outdoor multi-breed
competition in the United States. While it draws top exhibitors from around the world, the event continues to
reflect local Main Line traditions and the show benefits Bryn Mawr Hospital. Freeman's is proud to sponsor the art
inspired First Night at Devon on May 24, 2012. For more information, please visit devonhorseshow.net.

Catherine the Great:
An Enlightened Empress
july 13 to october 21, 2012, edinburgh
Catherine the Great: An Enlightened Empress will highlight the spectacular collections of one of
Russia’s most successful rulers. Co-developed by the State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg
and National Museums Scotland, this major exhibition will only be shown in Edinburgh.
Catherine the Great (1729-96) was one of the greatest art collectors of all time. Her collecting
reflected both the personal and political ambitions of a woman who put Russia on the cultural
map. Her collections vividly reflect her own interests and achievements and provide a fascinating
glimpse of the dazzling wealth and magnificence of the Imperial Russian court. More than 300
magnificent works collected and commissioned by the Empress will be on display, including
portraits, costumes and uniforms, snuffboxes inlaid with precious gems, gold and silver, Ancient
Greek and Roman carved cameos and some of the finest examples of porcelain, glass, metal and
polished stone items ever made in Russia. For more information visit www.nms.ac.uk
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Regional News: London
Winter Ball
Lyon & Turnbull’s London office supported the Prince’s Trust at
their Winter Ball in December. Television and radio legend Moira
Stewart hosted the evening at the Old Museum in Nottingham,
where over £30,000 was raised, to help disadvantaged young
people across the East Midlands, through an auction of exciting
and exclusive items including a VIP X-Factor experience and a
Wimbledon package. The 125 guests were entertained
throughout the evening by singer Carly-Jane Panter and magician
Scott Perry, both of whom were helped by The Trust and now run
their own successful businesses.
Lyon & Turnbull Director and Auctioneer, Lee Young, with Moira Stewart

Carly-Jane Panter entertains
the guests.

Steve Hampson with the host for the
evening, Moira Stewart, and Tim Maxted of
Berkeley Insurance Group

Glamorous girls enjoying an evening out in
support of the Prince’s Trust.

The Old Museum venue in Nottingham.

Additions to Lyon & Turnbull’s Valuation Team
The Valuation Department is delighted to announce that Jenny Johnson joined us in early
November as Valuations & Private Client Services Manager at 78 Pall Mall, London. Jenny has
joined the existing team of Directors Rachel Doerr and Lee Young, and Nick Campbell, Business
Development, to continue ensuring that all our valuations are within service standards. Jenny
will also be concentrating on looking after a number of our leading brokers and insurers.
This has released Rachel to develop a new website and database program which will be
available to our clients in early March 2012. Other developments are afoot which we look
forward to sharing with you soon.
We are also delighted to welcome Tessa Robson to the team as an administrator in our
Edinburgh office, adding additional support to Jacky Thow in Edinburgh and Jane Lightfoot in our
Midlands office.

Jenny Johnson
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To contact the team about a valuation call 0845 882 2794. Our services can be tailored to fit
your requirements and budget. Free pre-assessments are available on full valuations.

Regional News: Main Line Opening
A new year brings new beginnings and opportunities and, for
Philadelphia’s suburban Main Line, this April will bring
Freeman’s! After more than 200 historic years based in
Philadelphia, and with offices in Boston, Charlottesville, and
Mountain Brook, Freeman’s looks forward to welcoming clients
at its new Wayne office in the Eagle Village Shops. The focus will
be on service to this particular geographic area from offices in a
charming enclave of shops and restaurants, surrounded by free,
accessible parking.
Most importantly, this location will provide new and existing
clients with a chance to become better acquainted with the
numerous sales Freeman’s holds each year at their headquarters
in Philadelphia. An important component of any auction is the
quality of the consigned items that come through the door. At
the Wayne site there will be ‘walk-in’ consignment days – every
day – focusing on jewelry, paintings, and the decorative arts,

along with Saturday hours, and free verbal ‘fair market value’
appraisals. Rotating highlights of upcoming sales, paddle
registration, bill payments, and a chance to pick-up small items
that have been purchased, will add to the overall goal of
accessibility and ease of consigning and buying.
Thomas B. McCabe IV, Director of Business Development, states
“This is a great opportunity for Freeman’s to finally have a shared
permanent location and connection with our Main Line clients.
Service is always our number one priority and having an office
closer to our clients will further this commitment” As America’s
oldest auction house, Freeman’s can look back on an impressive
history but, at the same time, it also looks to the future and the
marvelous, interesting, and beautiful things that it can offer at
auction to delight us and enhance our lives.
Contact Thomas B. McCabe IV, tel: +1 267.414.1235,
tmccabe@freemansauction.com for further information.
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Boston/Charlottesville/Mountain Brook
Boston supports de Cordova
Now on view through April 22
Freeman’s Boston office is proud to support The 2012 deCordova Biennial, a
survey exhibition focused on emphasizing quality and variety of work,
highlighting artists from across New England. The exhibition displays a
diverse range of approaches to media and content. The exhibition features 23 artists and
collaboratives and will occupy almost the entirety of the Museum and beyond.

Opening in Alabama
In fall, 2011 Freeman's opened a regional office in the new Meredith
Keith Gallery in Mountain Brook, Alabama, outside of Birmingham.
John Jones, Freeman's representative and a Birmingham native, is
based out of the office and travels throughout the southeast appraising
property. Birmingham is a good central location for the southeastern
region and, according to Jones, "has the collections and the love for
arts and antiquities to carry this office." Jones adds, "the southeastern
region gets overlooked a little bit by the elite art world, but there are
amazing collections in the south and very educated and serious
collectors in all genres."

Historic Colors from the
U.S.S. Constitution
The unique collection of historic and rare flags from the
Collection of H. Richard Dietrich, Jr (see article page 28) will
travel to cities on the east coast. In honor of ports the U.S.S.
Constitution has visited, Freeman's will be hosting special
events in Boston, Newport, Philadelphia and Annapolis.

Royal Oak Lectures
february through may 2012, philadelphia, boston and washington, dc

The Very Rev John R. Hall

Freeman’s is proud to sponsor the Royal Oak Foundation’s Spring lecture series in
Philadelphia, Boston and Washington, DC.

Photo © Bettmann/CORDIS

Freeman’s is delighted to be part of a community that supports the shared cultural
heritage of Britain and the United States. The Royal Oak ’s exciting line-up this
Spring includes: Goodwood House Collection curator, James Peill, talking about
the house’s history and art collection; author Anne Sebba on ‘That Woman’: The
Life of Wallis Simpson; Chair of the National Trust of England, Wales & Northern
Ireland Sir Simon Jenkins discussing Resurrecting the English Country House; and
Dean of Westminster, The Very Reverend John R. Hall on Westminster Abbey: A
Place for Royal Celebration.
The Duke & Duchess of Windsor

Please contact our regional representatives for assistance in consigning and buying or event information and locations:
Boston, MA
Kelly Wright
tel: +1 617.367.3400
kwright@freemansauction.com
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Philadelphia, PA
Thomas B. McCabe IV
tel: +1 267.414.1235
tmccabe@freemansauction.com

Washington, D.C.
David Weiss
tel: +1 202.412.8345
dweiss@freemansauction.com

Charlottesville, VA
Colin Clarke
tel: +1 434.296.4096
cclarke@freemanssouth.com

Mountain Brook, AL
John C. Jones
tel: +1 901.634.3816
jjones@freemansauction.com

“One of the
top 100 hotels
in the world”

Travel + Leisure in 2010 & 2011

The Rittenhouse Hotel, Philaldelphia’s historic and most luxurious hotel is proud
to announce our new partnership with Freeman’s. We are pleased to offer Freeman’s clients a preferred rate.
Please contact Jill Heim to arrange your accomodations.
215-790-2541, jheim@rittenhousehotel.com

International Auction Calendar
MARCH
14 & 15 The Contents of Blair
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh
17

Fine Asian Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

28

Fine Antiques
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

A RUSSIAN GOLD, DIAMOND, GEM SET AND
ENAMEL EGG
marked mp
12.5cm high
£20,000-30,000 ($32,000-48,000)

APRIL

To be offered in the Fine Jewellery & Silver sale on
May 30 at Lyon & Turnbull

18

Decorative Arts & Design
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

25

Scottish Contemporary &
Post-War Art
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

30

American Furniture, Silver &
Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

MAY
02

Rare Books, Maps & Manuscripts
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

12

Antiques
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

12

Modern & Contemporary Art
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

23

Fine English & Continental Furniture,
Silver & Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

24

Rugs, Carpets & Tapestries
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

30

Fine Jewellery & Silver
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

31

Fine Paintings
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

31

Rare Books, Manuscripts & Posters
Coins, Currency & Medals
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

LADY’S KASHMIR SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND RING,
CARTIER
Approximately 6.7 carat natural Kashmir sapphire,
accompanied by AGL certificate no. CS47696, in Cartier
mount.
provenance:
Property of a private collection, Nashville, TN.
$20,000-30,000 (£12,500-18,750)

JUNE

To be offered in the Fine Jewelry & Watches sale on June
04 at Freeman’s.

03

Fine American & European
Paintings & Sculpture
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

04

Fine Jewelry & Watches
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

11

Jewellery & Silver
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

Scottish Design
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

12

Jewelry & Accessories
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

Fine Asian Arts
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

13

Furniture & Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

Fine Antiques
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

21

Saturdays @ L&T
Paintings, Prints & Watercolours
Antiques
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

JULY

13

26

27

AUGUST
LYONEL FEININGER
(american/german 1871-1956)
‘UNTITLED [FOREST SCENE]’
oil on canvas

Scottish Silver & Accessories
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

31 1/4 x 20 in. (79.3 x 50.8cm)

Wemyss Ware
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

Executed circa the late 1940s to early 1950s.
$50,000-80,000 (£31,250-50,000)
To be included in the Modern & Contemporary
Art sale on May 12 at Freeman’s.
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Scottish Contemporary Paintings &
Post-War Art
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

International Staff Directory
PICTURES, WATERCOLOURS
& PRINTS
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

JEWELLERY, SILVER, COINS
& MEDALS
Trevor Kyle
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Colin Fraser
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

OLD MASTERS
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

DECORATIVE ARTS & DESIGN
John Mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

FURNITURE, CLOCKS &
WORKS OF ART
Lee Young
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

EUROPEAN & ASIAN CERAMICS
Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com
RUGS & CARPETS
Gavin Strang
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS, MANUSCRIPTS &
PHOTOGRAPHS
Simon Vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com
ANTIQUE SALES
Theo Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com
ENQUIRIES &
COMMISSION BIDS
Tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
Fax. +44 (0)131 557 8668
info@lyonandturnbull.com

Campbell Armour
campbell.armour@lyonandturnbull.com
ARMS & ARMOUR
John Batty (consultant)
john.batty@lyonandturnbull.com

Telephone: +44 (0)131 557 8844 – www.lyonandturnbull.com

AMERICAN, FURNITURE,
DECORATIVE & FOLK ART
Lynda A Cain +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com
Samuel M Freeman II +1 267.414.1200
beaufreeman@freemansauction.com
ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL FURNITURE,
SILVER & DECORATIVE ARTS
David Walker +1 267.414.1216
dwalker@freemansauction.com
Benjamin Fisher +1 267.414.1215
bfisher@freemansauction.com
ASIAN ARTS
Robert Waterhouse +1 267.414.1226
rwaterhouse@freemansauction.com
Richard Cervantes +1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

FINE JEWELRY & WATCHES
Samuel M Freeman II +1 267.414.1200
beaufreeman@freemansauction.com

ORIENTAL RUGS & TAPESTRIES
Richard Cervantes +1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

Kate Waterhouse +1 267.414.1230
kwaterhouse@freemansauction.com

David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

FINE PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
Alasdair Nichol +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com

RARE BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS
& EPHEMERA
David J Bloom +1 267.414.1246
dbloom@freemansauction.com

David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com
MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
Anne Henry +1 267.414.1220
ahenry@freemansauction.com
Aimee Pflieger +1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com

Kerry Lee Jeffery +1 267.414.1247
kjeffery@freemansauction.com
BIDS DEPARTMENT
Bridgette Bonner +1 267.414.1208
fax: +1 215.599.2240
bbonner@freemansauction.com

PHOTOGRAPHS
Aimee Pflieger +1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com

OLD MASTERS
David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

Main Switchboard +1 215.563.9275 – www.freemansauction.com
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The Barnes on
the Parkway
M

Renderings of the Barnes Foundation building on the Benjamin Franklin
Parkway in Philadelphia.

roots of Barnes’s educational theory and practice and
introduce important friendships and collaborations with
artists, collectors, and educators. The exhibition will feature
rarely seen paintings and archival documents and objects.
Freeman’s, a major supporter of many museum institutions, is
fortunate that such a profound arts institution has been
added to Philadelphia’s museum mile and is looking forward
to continuing its long-lasting relationship.
For more information contact www.barnesfoundation.org

Photograph © 2012 The Barnes Foundation.

Photograph © 2012 The Barnes Foundation.

In addition to being the new home of the Barnes Collection,
which includes hundreds of priceless works by modern
masters ranging from Renoir, Matisse, Cezanne Picasso,
Soutine, and many others – all hung in the unique ensemble
arrangements as they were in Merion – the new building will
include 5,000 square feet of special exhibition space,
adjacent to the entrance. Citing Barnes’ habit of collecting the
most advanced art of the day, the new Barnes will honor that
legacy through its exciting exhibition program and plans are
underway for a full slate of changing shows. The premier
exhibition is entitled Ensemble: Albert C. Barnes and the
Experiment in Education which will explore the formation and
distinctive presentation of the permanent exhibit, trace the

Photograph © 2012 The Barnes Foundation.

AY 19, 2012, will mark the long-awaited opening of the
new Barnes Foundation campus in Philadelphia. The
original facility in Merion, PA, will continue to serve as the
home of the Barnes Foundation’s arboretum and associated
programs. Along with the renowned Barnes art collection, the
Barnes art educational programming will also move to the
new building on the Ben Franklin Parkway between 20th and
21st streets. The four-and-a-half acre campus, designed by
Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects of New York with
landscaping by Olin Studio of Philadelphia, will include
landscaped public spaces, a changing exhibition area,
classrooms, a library, an auditorium, seminar rooms and a
state of the art paintings conservation lab.

PIERRE-AUGUSTE RENOIR
COMPOSITION, FIVE BATHERS (COMPOSITION, CINQ BAIGNEUSES), C. 1918
Oil on canvas

VINCENT VAN GOGH
THE POSTMAN (JOSEPH ETIENNE-ROULIN), 1889
Oil on canvas

26 9/16 x 31 7/8 inches (67.5 x 81 cm)

25 7/8 x 21 3/4 inches (65.7 x 55.2 cm)

The Barnes Foundation, BF902

The Barnes Foundation, BF37
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AirSea Packing has been established since 1966 and, simply,
we move things from A to B….wherever A & B may be.
For over 45 years, we have specialised in the handling and protection of unique, fragile and valuable
objects. Our trained teams understand how to solve the challenges of storing, packing, crating and
of the domestic, European or worldwide movement of our clients’ most precious possessions. We
work with a wide range of private individuals and corporations and with members of the Antique, Fine
Art, Architectural and Interior Design communities.

In all things we do at AirSea Packing, we are committed to making
every eﬀort to engender the ethos of excellence through our whole
range of discrete ‘White Glove’ services, we aim to consistently deliver
ultimate customer conﬁdence, service and satisfaction.
If you’d like to go the “safest distance”, please contact us:

SM

020 8893 3303
www.airseapacking.com | aspuk@airseapacking.com

LONDON

PARIS

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

MIAMI

HONG KONG

33 Broughton Place
Edinburgh EH1 3RR
Tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844

78 Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5ES
Tel :+44 (0)20 7930 9115

1808 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia PA 19103
Tel: +1 215.563.9275

126 Garrett Street
Charlottesville VA 22902
Tel: +1 434.296.4096

182 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 4HG
Tel: +44 (0)141 333 1992

www.lyonandturnbull.com
email: info@lyonandturnbull.com

45 School Street
Boston MA 02108
Tel: +1 617.367.3400

www.freemansauction.com
email:
info@freemansauction.com

